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Abstract
The Standard Model of particle physics (SM), augmented with neu-
trino mixing, is either the complete theory of interactions of known par-
ticles at energies accessible to Nature on Earth, or very nearly so. Can-
didate effective theories of nuclear structure must therefore reflect SM
symmetries, especially the chiral global SU(2)L×SU(2)R symmetry of two-
massless-quark QCD, spontaneously broken to SU(2)L+R: i.e. SU(2)χPT .
Naive dimensional operator power counting enables perturbation and trun-
cation in inverse powers of ΛχSB ∼ 1GeV , with analytic operators renor-
malized to all loop orders. We show that, to O(ΛχSB) and O(Λ0χSB),
SU(2)χPT of protons, neutrons and 3 Nambu-Goldstone boson (NGB) pi-
ons admits a “liquid” phase, with energy required to increase or decrease
the nucleon density. We further show that in the semi-classical approxi-
mation – i.e. quantum nucleons and classical pions – ”Pionless SU(2)χPT”
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emerges in that chiral liquid: soft static infrared NGB pions decouple
from “Static Chiral Nucleon Liquids” (StaticχNL). This vastly simplifies
the derivation of saturated nuclear matter (the infinite liquid phase) and
of finite microscopic liquid drops (ground-state heavy nuclides).
StaticχNL are made entirely of nucleons. They have even parity, to-
tal spin zero, even proton number Z and even neutron number N. The
nucleons are arranged so local expectation values for spin and momentum
vanish. StaticχNLs explain the power of certain pure-nucleon models to
capture experimental ground-state properties of certain nuclides, tracing
that (no-longer-mysterious) empirical success directly to the global sym-
metries of two-massless-quark QCD. We derive the StaticχNL effective
Lagrangian from semi-classical SU(2)χPT symmetries to order ΛχSB,Λ0χSB
including: all relativistic 4-nucleon operators that survive Fierz rearrange-
ment in the non-relativistic limit; SU(2)χPT fermion identity operators
(which vanish for 21H1 ,
3
1H2 ,
3
2He1 and
4
2He2) and ®ρµ-exchange operators
(which are crucial to Z , N asymmetry).
Mean-field StaticχNL non-topological solitons are true solutions of
SU(2)χPT semi-classical symmetries: e.g. they obey all CVC, PCAC con-
servation laws. They have zero internal and external pressure. The nuclear
liquid-drop model and Bethe-von Weizsa¨cker semi-empirical mass formula
emerge – with correct nuclear density and saturation and asymmetry en-
ergies – in an explicit Thomas-Fermi construction.
Pionless and halo/cluster EFTs, composed entirely of nucleons and
applied to light (A ≤ 6) nuclei, are compatible/complementary with, and
might provide important (< 12.5%?) corrections to, StaticχNL. 42He2 and
6
2He4 would also be StaticχNLs, but are augmented and complicated by
the bound-state, by the pseudo-renormalizability and absence of unitarity
central to EFTs, and by an explicit pion mass m2pi , 0.
1 Introduction
In the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, Quantum Chromodynamics
(QCD) describes the strong interactions among quarks and gluons. At low
energies, quarks and gluons are confined inside hadrons, concealing their degrees
of freedom in such a way that we must employ an effective field theory (EFT)
of hadrons. In doing so, we acknowledge as a starting point a still-mysterious
experimental fact: Nature first makes hadrons and then assembles nuclei from
them [1–4].
Since nuclei are made of hadrons, the fundamental challenge of nuclear
physics is to identify the correct EFT of hadrons and use it to characterize
all nuclear physics observations. Many such EFTs have been considered [5–9].
Ultimately, the correct choice will both match the observations and be derivable
from the SM, i.e. QCD.
Chiral perturbation theory (χPT) [10–15] is a low-energy perturbative ap-
proach to identifying the operators in the EFT of hadrons that are allowed by
the global symmetries of the SM. It builds on the observation that the up and
down quarks (mup ' 6MeV), mdown ' 12 MeV), as well as the 3 pions (pi±, pi0,
2
mpi ' 140MeV)–which are pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons (pNGBs) of the
chiral symmetry–are all nearly massless compared to the cut-off energy scale in
low-energy hadronic physics ΛχSB ∼ 1GeV .
With naive power counting [16], the effective Lagrangian of SU(2)L × SU(2)R
χPT incorporates explicit breaking and all analytic higher-order quantum-loop
corrections into tree-level amplitudes. The resultant perturbation expansion
in the inverse of the chiral-symmetry-breaking scale Λ−1χSB ∼ 1GeV−1 renders
SU(2)χPT’s strong-interaction predictions calculable in practice. Its low-energy
dynamics of a proton-neutron nucleon doublet and three pions as a pNGB
triplet are our best understanding, together with lattice QCD, of the experi-
mentally observed low-energy dynamics of QCD strong interactions. This un-
derstanding encompasses: pNGB masses, soft-pion scattering, the applicability
of SU(2)L+R × SU(2)L−R current algebra, the conserved vector current (CVC)
and partially conserved axial-vector current (PCAC) hypothesis, semi-leptonic
®pi decay, leptonic ®pi decay, semi-leptonic nucleon decay, second-class currents,
nucleon axial-vector couplings, the Goldberger-Treiman relation, nuclear beta
decay, precise measurement of Cabbibo angle, etc.
χPT’s effective-field-theoretic predictive power [10, 12–19] derives from its
ability to control its analytic quantum loops by naive power counting in Λ−1χSB,
thus maintaining a well-ordered low-energy perturbation expansion that can be
truncated. This predictive power stands in stark contrast with theories of strong
interactions that lose their field-theoretic predictive power. These include any
model of light or heavy nuclei not demonstrably derivable from the Standard
Model [20], such as theories of quark bags and other (non-lattice-QCD) confine-
ment models of hadronic structure [21, 22], strange quark matter (and strange
quark stars) [23–27], and multi-Skyrmions in chiral pseudo-Goldstone symme-
try [28–30].
In contrast, QCD lattice-gauge-theory calculations of quarks and gluons [31–
33] control their quantum loops, and we may hope that the detailed properties
of the deuteron, the alpha particle, and maybe even heavy nuclei, may someday
be directly calculated in lattice QCD.
Triumphant in claiming a role in soft nuclear physics, ”pionless EFT”(pi/EFT)
contains only nucleons with contact interactions, and therefore lacks the crucial
symmetries of SU(2)L×SU(2)R χPT , whose (spontaneously or explicitly broken)
phases manifestly govern ”in-vacuum” scattering processes like pipi → pipi + pis
and piN → piN + pis. pi/EFThas been demonstrated [34,35], to explain the struc-
ture of the deuteron to high accuracy. Still, non-perturbative re-summation of
anomalously large quantum loops, necessary to form the bound-state poles, has
been shown applicable only for momentum cut-off
ΛApi/ < mpi  ΛAχPT = ΛχSB ∼ 1GeV (1)
(Λ for cut-off, A for applicability, pi/ for pi/EFT). Although neither has pions,
pi/EFT(with power counting Q < ΛA
pi/ ) is not to be confused with our “Static
Chiral Nucleon Liquids” (StaticχNL), described in detail below, which instead
arise within what we shall describe as ”Semi-classical-pionless SU(2)χPT” with
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naive power counting in inverse powers of ΛAStaticχNL = ΛχSB.
B.W. Lynn [36] first introduced the idea that SU(2)χPT could also admit a
liquid phase:
“It is legitimate to inquire whether the effective (naive power-counting)
Lagrangian (A.14) ... contains a liquid phase. An ‘SU(2)L × SU(2)R
chiral liquid’ is defined as a statistically significant number of baryons
interacting via chiral operators ... with an almost constant (satu-
rated) density ... (which) can survive as localized ‘(liquid) drops’ at
zero external pressure.”
Lynn’s Lagrangian included all analytic SU(2)χPT terms of O(ΛχSB) and O(Λ0χSB),
renormalized to all orders with naive power counting, and ignored electro-
magnetic breaking. He argued that, in the exact chiral limit, nucleons in the
liquid phase interact with each-other only via the contact terms (28). Study
of chiral liquids in [36] focused on those explicit chiral symmetry breaking
terms whose origin lies entirely in non-zero light quark masses (in approximation
mup = mdown , 0): i.e. the m = 0, l = 1, n = 1 contributions in (A.14).
The result is a semi-classical nuclear picture, where Thomas-Fermi nucle-
ons with contact interactions move in a mean spherically symmetric “classical”
pion field, which in turn generates a “no-core” radial potential for nucleons. Fi-
nite saturating heavy nuclei, with well-defined surfaces, emerge as microscopic
droplets of chiral liquid. Saturating infinite nuclear matter emerges as very
large drops of chiral liquid, while neutron stars (Q-Stars) emerge as oceans of
chiral liquid: Figures 3 and 10 respectively in [36] show these, but using an
unphysically large nuclear sigma term. All emerge as non-topological-soliton
semi-classical solutions of explicitly-broken SU(2)χPT .
Lynn’s motivation included the possible emergence of shell structure in that
no-core spherical potential [36]:
”The success of the nuclear shell model must mean that, at least in
heavy nuclei, nucleons... must move in some sort of mean spherically
symmetric field, otherwise, why should the angular momentum of
each nucleon be an approximately good quantum number?”
Ref. [36] did not derive semi-classical pion-less SU(2)χPT . Here, we focus our
study of chiral liquids instead on the n = 0 chiral limit, and prove the emergence
of semi-classical pionless SU(2)χPT in that spontaneously broken chiral limit.
1.1 The fatal flaw in non-topological-soliton models of nu-
clear structure not based on SU(2)χPT
In modern Quantum Field Theory (QFT), T.D. Lee & G.C. Wick [37], T.D.
Lee [38], T.D. Lee & M. Margulies [39], S.A. Chin & J.D. Walecka [40], and
R. Serber [41] first identified certain fermion non-topological solitons with the
ground state of heavy nuclei (as well as possible super-heavy nuclei) in ”nor-
mal” and ”abnormal” phases, thus making a crucial connection to the ancient
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(but still persistently predictive) insight of nuclear liquids, such as G. Gamow’s
nuclear liquid-drop model (NLDM) and H. Bethe & C.F. von Weizsa¨cker’s semi-
empirical Mass-Formula (SEMF). Their crucial QFT insight was to see the nu-
clear liquid as Thomas-Fermi nucleons moving in a classical, static, 0+, neutral
σ-meson (or ∼ f0(500)?) field:
σ(®r) ≡ gσ
4pi
∫
d®r ′ρ(®r ′) e
−mσ | ®r−®r′ |
|®r − ®r ′ | , (2)
obeying
®∇2σ(®r) = m2σσ(®r) − gσρ(®r) . (3)
for nucleon number density ρ(®r). This has potential
U =
∫ [
1
2
(®∇σ)2 + 1
2
m2σσ
2 +
1
3!
bσ3 +
1
4!
cσ4 − gσρ
]
d®r (4)
and Bohr & Mottelson’s [42] nucleon kinetic energy with hard-sphere repulsion
T =
∫
3
5
1
2mN
k2F
(1 − 53pi rSpherekF )2
ρd®r (5)
where nuclei with Z = N = 12 A have ρ(®r) = 23pi2 k3F (®r). Minimizing the total energy
E = AmN +T +U, subject to the constraint A =
∫
ρd®r (for fixed A), a reasonable
picture of finite spherical nuclei emerges! While σ was usually governed by the
quartic scalar potential above, R. Serber commented [43] very early-on that a
quadratic scalar potential with b = c = 0 already gave a reasonable fit to the
observed structure of certain finite spherical nuclei, as was found independently
by Chin & Walecka [40].
Breaking all precedent, Lee and Walecka and co-workers, as well as Serber,
proposed (in the mid-1970s) for the first time, a QFT of liquid nuclear structure
composed entirely of nucleons and a static σ field, with no pions! This in exact
departure from, and contradiction with, theoretical nuclear physics’ previous
obsession with Yukawa’s pions! In this paper, we will simply replace (for certain
nuclei) those authors’ classical σ field with quantum-nucleon operators obedient
to SU(2)χPT semi-classical symmetries.
Mathematically, such solutions emerge as a sub-species of non-topological
solitons or Q-balls [37,44–58], a certain sub-set of which are composed of fermions
along with the usual scalars. A practical goal was to identify mean-field nucleon
non-topological solitons with the ground state of ordinary even-even spin-zero
spherically symmetric heavy nuclei, such as 4020Ca20,
90
40Zr50, and
208
82 Pb126.
Nuclear non-topological solitons identified as nuclear liquids became popular
with the work of Chin & Walecka [40], carried forward by Serot [59]. Walecka’s
nuclear Quantum Hadrodynamics -1 (QHD-1) models [60–62] contain four dy-
namical particles: protons, neutrons, the Lorentz-scalar iso-scalar σ, and the
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Lorentz-vector iso-scalar ωµ.1 Nucleons are treated as locally free-particles in
Thomas-Fermi approximation. Finite-width nuclear surfaces are generated by
dynamical attractive σ-particle exchange, allowing them to exist at zero external
pressure.
The empirical success of QHD-1 is based on balancing σ-boson-exchange
attraction against ωµ-boson-exchange repulsion. That that balance must be
fine-tuned remains a famous mystery of the structure of the QHD-1 ground
state. In the absence of long-ranged electromagnetic forces, infinite symmetric
Z = N nuclear matter, as well as finite microscopic ground-state Z = N nuclides,
appear as symmetric nuclear liquid drops.
The nuclear non-topological solitons of T.D. Lee and co-workers, J.D. Walecka
and co-workers, and R. Serber are to be classified as liquids because:
• they have no crystalline or other solid structure;
• it costs energy to either increase or decrease the density of the constituent
nucleons compared to an optimum value;
• they survive at zero external pressure, e.g. in the absence of gravity, so
they are not a “gas.”
Despite their successes, there is a fatal flaw in all current σ-based nu-
clear non-topological soliton models, and in all nuclear models not based on
SU(2)χPT. To see this, examine the renormalizable Lagrangian of a nucleon
doublet N, a real Lorentz-scalar σ and a Lorentz-vector ωµ
LTotalσ−ω = L
Walecka
QHD−1 + L
Higgs + LGaugeFixing + LGhosts (6)
LWaleckaQHD−1 = L
Nucleons
QHD−1 + L
σ
QHD−1 + L
ω
QHD−1
LNucleonsQHD−1 = N
(
iγµ
(
∂µ − igωωµ
) − mN + gσσ) N
LσQHD−1 =
1
2
(∂νσ)2 − 12m
2
σσ
2
LωQHD−1 = −
1
4
ωµνω
µν +
1
2
m2ωωµω
µ; ωµν = ∂µων − ∂νωµ
LHiggs =
 (∂µ − igωωµ ) Φ2 − 12m2ωωµωµ
Φ = Re(Φ) + iIm(Φ); Re (Φ) = 〈Re(Φ)〉 + Re(φ)
m2ω = 2g2ω 〈Re(Φ)〉2
LGaugeFixing =
(
∂µω
µ )2
LGhosts → 0
(7)
The reader will recognize LTotalσ−ω as a U(1) gauge theory in Lorenz gauge,
where the ghosts decouple, augmented with a real scalar σ whose U(1) charge is
1 In practice, the ωµ is usually treated as a very heavy non-dynamical auxiliary field and
integrated out of the theory, but, in order to be able to properly discuss the renormalized
predictions of Walecka’s QHD-1 model, we won’t do so here.
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zero. After spontaneous symmetry breaking, 〈Re(Φ)〉 , 0, and 1√
2
Im (Φ) becomes
the longitudinal component of the Lorentz-vector ωµ. Then
C2V ≡
g2ω
m2ω
= 222.65 GeV−2
and
C2S ≡
g2σ
m2σ
= 303.45 GeV−2 (8)
are fit to the experimentally inferred values of the number density (kFermi '
1.42/ f m) and saturated volume energy (Ebinding/nucleon ' 15.75MeV) of infi-
nite, symmetric, Z = N nuclear matter – taken approximately to be the interior
of 20882 Pb126 – neglecting Coulomb and isospin effects.
The fatal flaw is manifest when treating (6) as a QFT beyond tree level.
Inclusion of 1-loop quantum corrections will strongly renormalize the values of
the constants mN , gσ, m2σ, gω, and m
2
ω, and induce higher-order operators in
the scalar – ∼ σ6, σ32, σ784, etc. – with coefficients that depend on those
renormalized parameters. We can probably re-fit (e.g. via Coleman-Weinberg)
the 1-loop σn operators to symmetric nuclear matter, including nuclear surface
terms and compressibility, which now also depend on those new higher-power σ
interactions. Next include 2-loop strong-interactions and re-fit. Because these
are strong hadronic interactions, 2-loop effects will be just as large as 1-loop
effects, and cannot be truncated. Include 3,4,5, etc. quantum loops (which are
all required in any QFT of strong hadronic interactions) and re-fit at each order.
Not only is such a program impossible in practice, but all the nuclear predictive
power of the Walecka model has been completely lost!
This paper cures those problems, and resurrects nuclear liquids as a good
starting point toward understanding the properties of bound nuclear matter
(with Z and N both even) by strict compliance with the requirements of SU(2)χPT
effective field theory of protons, neutrons and pions. The static chiral nu-
cleon liquids (StaticχNL) studied below are true solutions to semi-classical
SU(2)χPT, and have all of the semi-classical symmetries of spontaneously bro-
ken SU(2)χPT found in Appendix A: they include renormalized all-loop-orders
analytic quantum corrections; they obey all CVC and PCAC Ward identities;
they are dependent on just a few experimentally measurable chiral coefficients;
and, by the symmetries of spontaneously broken SU(2)χPT , they restore (cf.
Appendix A) theoretical predictive power over heavy nuclides.
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2 The emergence of semi-classical pion-less StaticχNL in
strict naive power-counting
We recall the SU(2)χPT Lagrangian2, with all terms of order ΛχSB and (ΛχSB)0
in the chiral limit.
LSymmetricχPT = L
pi;Symmetric
χPT + L
N ;Symmetric
χPT + L
4−N ;Symmetric
χPT
Lpi;SymmetricχPT =
f 2pi
4
Tr ∂µΣ∂µΣ† + Lpi;SymmetricχPT ;Non−Analytic (9)
LN ;SymmetricχPT = N
(
iγµ(∂µ + Vµ) − mN1
)
N − gANγµγ5AµN
= N
(
iγµ∂µ − mN1
)
N + i ®Jµ · ®Vµ − gA ®Jµ,5 · ®Aµ
L4−N ;SymmetricχPT = CA
1
2 f 2pi
(NγA N)(NγA N) + ++ ,
with fermion bi-linear and pionic currents
®Jµ = Nγµ®tN ;
®Jµ,5 = Nγµγ5®tN ;
Vµ = ®t · ®Vµ , ®Vµ = 2i sinc2
(
pi
2 fpi
) [ ®pi × ∂µ ®pi] ; (10)
Aµ = ®t · ®Aµ; ®Aµ = − 2
pi2
[
®pi ( ®pi · ∂µ ®pi) + sinc ( pifpi
) ( ®pi × (∂µ ®pi × ®pi) ) ] ,
where pi = | ®pi | =
√
®pi2, and sinc(x) ≡ sin(x)/x. The pion→di-leptons decay con-
stant is Fpi = 130.4±0.04±0.2 MeV [63]. We use fpi ≡ Fpi/
√
2 = 92.207±0.144MeV .
The parentheses in the four-nucleon Lagrangian indicate the order of SU(2)
index contraction, while + + + indicates that one should include all possible
combinations of such contractions. As usual, γA ≡ (1, γµ, iσµν, iγµγ5, γ5), for
A = 1, ..., 16 (with σµν ≡ 12 [γµ, γν]). These are commonly referred to as scalar
(S), vector (V), tensor (T), axial-vector (A), and pseudo-scalar (P) respectively.
CA are a set of chiral constants.
In the chiral limit, where ®pi’s are massless, the presence of quantum nucleon
sources could allow the massless NGB to build up, with tree-level interactions
only, a non-linear quantum pion cloud. If we minimize the resultant action with
respect to variations in the pion field, the equations of motion3 capture the
2 Important infra-red non-analytic terms in the classical pion sector are also included. See
Appendix A
3 This is a chiral-limit SU(2)χPT analogue of QED where, in the presence of quantum
lepton sources, a specific superposition of massless infra-red photons builds up into a clas-
sical electromagnetic field. Important examples are the “exponentiation” of IR photons in
e+e− → µ+µ− asymmetries, and e+e− → e+e− Bhabha scattering, at LEP1. Understanding
the classical fields generated by initial-state and final-state soft-photon radiation [64, 65] is
crucial to dis-entangling high-precision electro-weak loop effects, such as the experimentally
confirmed precise Standard Model predictions for the top-quark [66] and Higgs’ [66,67] masses.
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part of the quantum cloud that is to be characterized as a classical soft-pion
field, thus giving us the pion ground-state (and content/configuration/structure)
in the presence of the ground-state “Chiral Nucleon Liquid” (χNL) with fixed
baryon number A = Z + N
0 =
[
∂ν
∂
∂ (∂νpim) −
∂
∂pim
]
LSymmetricχPT
=
[
∂ν
∂
∂ (∂νpim) −
∂
∂pim
]
Lpi;SymmetricχPT
+ i ®Jµ ·
[
∂ν
∂
∂ (∂νpim) −
∂
∂pim
]
®Vµ − gA ®Jµ,5 ·
[
∂ν
∂
∂ (∂νpim) −
∂
∂pim
]
®Aµ (11)
− 2∂µ ®Jµ · sinc2
(
pi
2 fpi
) ( ®pi × mˆ)
+
2
pi2
gA∂µ ®Jµ,5 ·
[
®pi ( ®pi · mˆ) + sinc ( pi
fpi
) ( ®pi × (mˆ × ®pi) ) ] .
We divide the classical pion field into“IR”and“non-IR”parts. By definition,
only IR pions survive the internal projection operators associated with taking
expectation values of the classical NGB ®pis in the χNL〉 quantum state〈
χNL
Function (∂µ ®pi, ®pi) χNL〉 (12)
=
〈
χNL
IR−part−of [Function (∂µ ®pi, ®pi) ] χNL〉
≡ {Function (∂µ ®pi, ®pi)}IR
0 =
〈
χNL
Non−IR−part−of [Function (∂µ ®pi, ®pi) ] χNL〉
The IR part does not change the χNL. It could in principle be an important
part of the χNL: a ®pi condensate, a giant resonance, a breathing mode, a time-
dependent flashing-pion mode. To ignore such classical IR ®pis would therefore
be an incorrect definition of χNL. For finite χNL, it could be just a passing
pion (of any frequency) which simply does not strike the χNL.
We call these “IR pions” by keeping in mind a simple picture, where the ®pi
wavelength is longer than the scale within the χNL over which the local mean
values of nucleon spin and momentum vanish. Only such IR pions survive the
internal projection operators associated with taking expectation values of the
classical NGB ®pis in the χNL〉 quantum state.
We now take expectation values of the ®pi equations of motion. In the presence
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of the quantum χNL source, the classical NGB ®pi cloud obeys
0 =
〈
χNL
 [∂ν ∂
∂ (∂νpim) −
∂
∂pim
]
LSymmetricχPT
χNL〉
=
{[
∂ν
∂
∂ (∂νpim) −
∂
∂pim
]
Lpi;SymmetricχPT
}
IR
(13)
+ i
〈
χNL
 ®Jµ χNL〉 · {[∂ν ∂
∂ (∂νpim) −
∂
∂pim
]
®Vµ
}
IR
− gA
〈
χNL
 ®Jµ,5χNL〉 · {[∂ν ∂
∂ (∂νpim) −
∂
∂pim
]
®Aµ
}
IR
− 2〈χNL∂µ ®Jµ χNL〉 · {sinc2 ( pi2 fpi
)
®pi × mˆ
}
IR
+
2
pi2
gA
〈
χNL
∂µ ®Jµ,5χNL〉 · { ®pi ( ®pi · mˆ) + sinc ( pifpi
)
®pi × (mˆ × ®pi)}
IR
Examining the ground-state expectation values of the nucleon currents and
their divergences in (13), we find that almost all of them vanish:〈
χNL
J±µ χNL〉 = 0 , 〈χNLJ±,5µ χNL〉 = 0 , (14)〈
χNL
∂µJ±µ χNL〉 = 0 , 〈χNL∂µJ±,5µ χNL〉 = 0 ,
because J±µ and J
±,5
µ change neutron and proton number. Since the liquid ground
state is homogeneous, isotropic and spherically symmetric, spatial components
of vector currents vanish, in particular〈
χNL
J3i χNL〉 ' 0 (15)
for Lorentz index i = 1, 2, 3. Because left-handed and right-handed protons are
equally represented (and separately left-handed and right-handed neutrons are
also equally represented) in the nuclear ground state〈
χNL
J3,5µ χNL〉 ' 0 (16)
for all µ. Current conservation (see section 4) enforces〈
χNL
∂µJ3µ χNL〉 = 0 , 〈χNL∂µJ3,5µ χNL〉 = 0 . (17)
This leaves only a single non-vanishing current expectation value:〈
χNL
J30 χNL〉 , 0 . (18)
Equation (13), governing the classical pion cloud, is thus enormously simplified
0 '
{[
∂ν
∂
∂ (∂νpim) −
∂
∂pim
]
Lpi;SymmetricχPT
}
IR
(19)
+i
〈
χNL
J3;0χNL〉 {[∂ν ∂
∂ (∂νpim) −
∂
∂pim
]
V30
}
IR
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with{[
∂ν
∂
∂ (∂νpim) −
∂
∂pim
]
V30
}
IR
= (20){
2i
[ (
∂0 ®pi
) × mˆ + ®pi × mˆ∂0 − mˆ × (∂0 ®pi) − ®pi × (∂0 ®pi) ∂
∂pim
]3
sinc2
(
pi
2 fpi
)}
IR
.
A crucial observation is that (20) is linear in ∂0 ®pi; i.e., in the energy of the
classical NGB IR ®pi field. Expecting the nuclear ground state, and thus its
classical IR ®pi field, to be static, we enforce{
∂o ®pi
}
IR
= 0 . (21)
It now follows that{[
∂ν
∂
∂ (∂νpim) −
∂
∂pim
]
V30
}
IR
= 0 , (22)
independent of
〈
χNL
J3;0χNL〉. The IR pion equation of motion{[
∂ν
∂
∂ (∂νpim) −
∂
∂pim
]
Lpi;SymmetricχPT
}
IR
= 0 (23)
therefore has no nucleon source. Lpi;SymmetricχPT in (23) includes both its analytic
and non-analytic contributions (cf. Appendix equation (A.22)). The ground-
state nucleons are not a source of any static IR NGB ®pi classical field.
The nuclear ground state in the chiral liquid is thus a static chiral nucleon liq-
uid (StaticχNL), with no ®pi condensate4 or time-dependent pion-flashing modes.
We now write
χNL〉0 for the ground state to emphasize that it is static.
We want to quantize the nucleons in the background field of the static χNL,
and so consider the expectation value of the nucleon equation of motion5 in the
chiral nucleon liquid ground state:
0 = 0
〈
χNL
N ∂
∂N
LSymmetricχPT
χNL〉0 (24)
= 0
〈
χNL
N (iγµ∂µ − mN1) N χNL〉0
+ i0
〈
χNL
 ®Jµ χNL〉0 · { ®Vµ}IR − gA0〈χNL ®Jµ,5χNL〉0 · { ®Aµ}IR
+
1
f 2pi 0
〈
χNL
CA (NγA N)(NγA N) + + + χNL〉0 .
4 After explicit chiral symmetry breaking, with non-zero u, d quark and resultant pion
masses, and with Partially Conserved Axial Currents (PCAC), a static S-wave ®pi condensate
is a logical possibility [36].
5 We exclude non-analytic nucleon operators with or without explicit SU(2)L−R breaking:
e.g. (N†N )2 lnm2pi/ f 2pi , (N†N )2 ln N†N/ f 3pi .
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Since most of the nucleon SU(2)L × SU(2)R currents vanish in the StaticχNL,
and since
{
∂o ®pi
}
IR
= 0,
0 ' 0
〈
χNL
N (iγµ∂µ − mN1) N χNL〉0 (25)
+
1
f 2pi 0
〈
χNL
CA (NγA N)(NγA N) + + + χNL〉0 .
Equations (23) and (25) show that, to order ΛχSB and
(
ΛχSB
)0
, StaticχNL are
composed entirely of nucleons. That is also the basic premise of many em-
pirical models of the nuclear ground state: pionless SU(2)χPT, Weizsa¨cker’s
semi-empirical mass formula, the nuclear liquid-drop model, nuclear-density-
functional models, ”Skyrme” nuclear relativistic point-coupling models, pionless
EFT 42He2, and halo/cluster EFT
6
2He4. We have shown that that empirical
nuclear premise can be (to good approximation) traced directly to the global
SU(2)L × SU(2)R symmetries of 2-massless-quark QCD, i.e. directly to the Stan-
dard Model of elementary particles.
The effective Lagrangian derived from SU(2)L×SU(2)R χPT governing StaticχNL can
now be written
LStaticχNL = LFreeNucleonsStaticχNL + L
4−N
StaticχNL (26)
LFreeNucleonsStaticχNL = 0
〈
χNL
N (iγµ∂µ − mN1) N χNL〉0
L4−NStaticχNL = 0
〈
χNL
 1
2 f 2pi
CA (NγA N)(NγA N) + + +
χNL〉0 ,
Semi-classical pionless SU(2)χPT thus emerges inside nuclear StaticχNL.
Within all-loop-orders renormalized analytic SU(2)χPTto O(ΛχSB) and O(Λ0χSB),
infrared NGB pions effectively decouple from StaticχNL, vastly simplifying the
derivation of the properties of saturated nuclear matter (the infinite liquid phase)
and of finite microscopic liquid drops (the nuclides). StaticχNL thus explain
the (previously puzzling) power of pion-less SU(2)χPT to capture experimen-
tal ground-state facts of certain nuclides, by tracing that no-longer-mysterious
empirical success directly to the global symmetries of two-massless-quark QCD.
It will be shown below that static χNLs satisfy all relevant SU(2)L × SU(2)R
vector and axial-vector current-conservation equations in the liquid phase. StaticχNL are
therefore solutions of the semi-classical-liquid equations of motion. They are
not merely an ansatz, but possess the symmetries of spontaneously broken
SU(2)χPT (cf. Appendix A.1).
3 Semi-classical pion-less StaticχNL as the ap-
proximate ground state of certain nuclei
To further elucidate the properties of the StaticχNL, we must address the four-
nucleon interactions. This is best done by resolving L4−N
StaticχNL
into terms that
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are the products of two ground-state current expectation values – usually de-
scribed as boson-exchange contact interactions – and terms that are the prod-
ucts of two transition matrix elements between the ground state and an excited
nuclear state,
L4−NStaticχNL = L
4−N ;BosonExchange
StaticχNL
+ L4−N ;ExcitedNucleon
StaticχNL
. (27)
A priori there are 10 possible contact interactions representing isosinglet
and isotriplet channels for each of five spatial current types: scalar, vector,
tensor, pseudo-scalar and axial-vector. There are therefore 10 chiral coeffi-
cients parametrizing 4-nucleon contact terms: CT=0
S
,CT=1S ,C
T=0
V , C
T=1
V ,C
T=0
T ,C
T=1
T ,
CT=0
A
,CT=1A , C
T=0
P , and C
T=1
P .
The inclusion of exchange interactions induces the isospin (T = 1) oper-
ators to appear [36], and potentially greatly complicates the effective chiral
Lagrangian. Fortunately, we are interested here in the liquid limit of this La-
grangian. Spinor-interchange contributions are properly obtained by Fierz re-
arranging first, then imposing the properties of the semi-classical liquid (see
Appendix B). The appropriate StaticχNL Lagrangian, and the resulting Dirac
equation, are consequently reasonably simple. In fact, for the StaticχNL, the
contact interactions can be approximated by6
−L4−N ;BosonExchange
StaticχNL
=
1
2 f 2pi
CS200
{〈
NN
〉 〈
NN
〉}
(28)
− 1
4 f 2pi
CS200
{〈
NN
〉 〈
NN
〉
+ 4
〈
Nt3N
〉 〈
Nt3N
〉}
+
1
2 f 2pi
CV200
{〈
N†N
〉 〈
N†N
〉}
− 1
4 f 2pi
CV200
{〈
N†N
〉 〈
N†N
〉
+ 4
〈
N†t3N
〉 〈
N†t3N
〉}
,
with only 4 independent chiral coefficients:
CS200 = C
T=0
S
−CS200 =
1
2
[
1
2
CT=0S +
5
2
CT=1S + 3
(
CT=0T + C
T=1
T
)
+
1
2
(
CT=0P + C
T=1
P
)]
CV200 = C
T=0
V (29)
−CV200 =
1
2
[−CT=0V + CT=0A + CT=1V + CT=1A ] .
This is a vast improvement in the predictive power of the theory, while still
providing sufficient free parameters to balance vector repulsive forces against
scalar attractive forces when fitting (to order Λ0
χSB
) non-topological-soliton and
Skyrme nuclear models to the experimentally observed structure of ground-state
nuclei.
6 In this Section, we adopt the shorthand
〈
for 0
〈
χNL
, and 〉 for χNL〉0.
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There is yet another simplification for a sufficiently large number of nucleons:
simple Hartree analysis of (28) is equivalent to far more accurate Hartree-Fock
analysis of the same Lagrangian without spinor-interchange terms.
More coefficients would be required to parametrize the excited-nucleon in-
teractions:
−L4−N ;ExcitedNucleon
StaticχNL
(30)
=
1
2 f 2pi
∑
Ψ, |χNL〉0
∑
A
[
CT=0A 0
〈
χNL
Nαc γA αβNβc ) |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| (Nλe γλσA Nσe )χNL〉0
+
∑
B
CT=1A 0
〈
χNL
1
4
(Nαc σBcdγA αβNβd ) |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| (Nλe σBef γλσA Nσf )
χNL〉0] .
However, excited-nuclear contributions, which will also include states that are
not proton-and-neutron-even, are beyond the scope of this paper, and will be
ignored. To the extent that such excited states are energetically well above the
ground state, this should be a satisfactory approximation.7
We now see that, inside naive power-counting StaticχNL , a nucleon living
in the self-consistent field of the other nucleons obeys the Dirac equation
0 =
〈(
i
−→
∂ µγ
µ + Θ
)
N
〉
(31)
0 =
〈
N
(
i
←−
∂ µγ
µ − Θ
)〉
where
Θ ≡ −mN − 1
f 2pi
ĈS200 −
1
f 2pi
ĈV200γ
0 (32)
with
ĈS200 ≡
(
CS200 −
1
2
CS200
) 〈
NN
〉
− 1
2
CS200
〈
Nt3N
〉
t3 (33)
ĈV200 ≡
(
CV200 −
1
2
CV200
) 〈
N†N
〉 − 1
2
CV200
〈
N†t3N
〉
t3
0 =
[
t3 , ĈS200
]
=
[
t3 , ĈV200γ
0
]
= [t3 ,Θ] .
Ignoring L4−N ;ExcitedNucleon
StaticχNL
, baryon-number and the third component of
isospin are both conserved, i.e. the associated currents JµBaryon ≡ NγµN and
Jµ3 ≡ Nγµt3N are both divergence-free. The neutral axial-vector current J5,µ8 ≡√
3
2 Nγ
µγ5N, corresponding to the projection onto SU(2) of the NGB ‘eta’ (η)
particle, part of the unbroken SU(3)L × SU(3)R meson octet, is also divergence
7 Various nuclear-Skyrme-modellers are currently investigating the effects of low-lying ex-
cited state contributions to (30).
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free,
2√
3
〈
i∂µJ
5,µ
8
〉
=
〈
N
{
Θ, γ5
}
N
〉
(34)
= 2
〈
N
(
−mN − 1
f 2pi
ĈS200
)
γ5N
〉
' 0 .
This result can be understood as a statement that the η particle cannot survive
in the parity-even interior of a StaticχNL, since it is a NGB pseudo-scalar in
the chiral limit.
Similarly, the axial-vector current of the 3rd component of SU(2)L−R isospin
J5,µ3 ≡ Nγµγ5t3N is divergence-free,〈
i∂µJ
5,µ
3
〉
=
〈
N
{
Θ, γ5
}
t3N
〉
(35)
= 2
〈
N
(
−mN − 1
f 2pi
ĈS200
)
γ5t3N
〉
' 0 ,
because the SU(2)χPT pi3 particle is also a NGB pseudo-scalar in the chiral
limit, and cannot survive in the interior of a parity-even StaticχNL.
Even though explicit pion and η fields vanish in StaticχNL, their quantum
numbers reappear in its PCAC properties from nucleon bi-linears and four-
nucleon terms in the divergences of axial vector currents. That these average to
zero in StaticχNL plays a crucial role in the conservation of axial-vector currents
within the liquid.
It is now straightforward to see that, in the liquid approximation, a homo-
geneous SU(2)χPT nucleon liquid drop with no meson condensate satisfies all
relevant CVC and PCAC equations. In fact, of all the space-time components of
the three SU(2)L+R vector currents Jµa and three SU(2)L−R axial vector currents
J5µa , only J03 does not vanish in StaticχNL.
The neutral SU(3)L × SU(3)R currents are conserved
〈
∂µJ
µ
8
〉
=
〈
∂µJ
5;µ
8
〉
= 0
in the StaticχNL mean field. In addition, the neutral SU(3)L+R vector cur-
rent’s spatial components Jµ=1,2,38 and SU(3)L−R axial-vector currents J5;µ8 all
vanish. Only J08 , proportional to the baryon number density, survives in the
StaticχNL mean field.
Since StaticχNL chiral nuclear liquids satisfy all relevant χPT CVC and
PCAC equations in the liquid phase, they are true solutions of the all-orders-
renormalized tree-level semi-classical liquid equations of motion truncated at
O(Λ0
χSB
).
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4 Nuclei and neutron stars as mean-field static
χNL
4.1 Thomas-Fermi non-topological solitons, liquid drops
and the semi-empirical mass formula
Mean-field StaticχNL non-topological solitons are solutions of SU(2)χPT semi-
classical symmetries, obeying all CVC and PCAC conservation laws. They have
zero internal and external pressure. The nuclear liquid-drop model and Bethe-
von Weizsa¨cker SEMF emerge – with correct nuclear density, and saturation
and asymmetry energies – in an explicit Thomas-Fermi construction.
Gathering together previous results, a nucleon living in the self-consistent
mean field (MF) of the other nucleons inside StaticχNL obeys the Dirac equation
0 =
(
i∂µγµ + Θ
)
N (36)
with
Θ ≡ −mN − 1
f 2pi
(
ĈS200 + Ĉ
V
200γ
0
)
,
ĈS200 ≡
(
CS200 −
1
2
CS200
) 〈
NN
〉
− 1
2
CS200
〈
Nt3N
〉
t3 (37)
ĈV200 ≡
(
CV200 −
1
2
CV200
) 〈
N†N
〉 − 1
2
CV200
〈
N†t3N
〉
t3 .
From (28), (30), and (31) for MF-StaticχNL, we assemble the effective La-
grangian
LMF−StaticχNL = N¯
(
i∂µγµ + Θ
)
N + L4−N ;BosonExchange
StaticχNL
+ L4−N ;ExcitedNucleon
StaticχNL
(38)
−L4−N ;BosonExchange
StaticχNL
=
1
2 f 2pi
CS200
{〈
NN
〉 〈
NN
〉}
(39)
− 1
4 f 2pi
CS200
{〈
NN
〉 〈
NN
〉
+ 4
〈
Nt3N
〉 〈
Nt3N
〉}
+
1
2 f 2pi
CV200
{〈
N†N
〉 〈
N†N
〉}
− 1
4 f 2pi
CV200
{〈
N†N
〉 〈
N†N
〉
+ 4
〈
N†t3N
〉 〈
N†t3N
〉}
Although L4−N ;ExcitedNucleon
StaticχNL
is included in (30), it is beyond the scope of this
paper: we will ignore its contributions to those MF-StaticχNL non-topological
solitons constructed from (38) throughout the paper.
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In Appendix D, we construct explicit liquid MF-StaticχNL solutions, con-
strained to order 4pi fpi ≈ ΛχSB ' 1GeV and (ΛχSB)0 naive power-counting, in an
independent-nucleon model, in the Thomas-Fermi free-particle approximation.8
Constant-density non-topological solitons, i.e. liquid drops comprised entirely
of nucleons, emerge as homogeneous and isotropic semi-classical static solutions
with internal and external pressures both zero. Their surface is a step function.
Before electro-magnetic breaking, nuclear matter and finite nuclei then have
identical microscopic structure, serving as a model of the ground state of both
infinite nuclear matter and finite liquid drops. There is no need for an addi-
tional confining interaction to define the finite-drop surface. With even proton
number Z, and even neutron number N, nucleons are arranged in pairs so that
local expectation values for spin vanish, < ®s >' 0. The microscopic structure is
also spherically symmetric, so that local momenta have a vanishing expectation
value, < ®k >' 0. Consequently, total spin ®S = 0 and total momentum ®K = 0 in
the center-of-mass.
The semi-empirical mass formula [69,70] reads
M(AZNucleusN ) = Zmp + Nmn − ESolitonBinding − ESur f ace,PairingBinding (40)
with A = Z + N, and
ESolitonBinding/A ≡ aVolume − aAsymmetry
(
Z − N
Z + N
)2
− aCoulomb Z(Z − 1)
A4/3
ESur f ace,Pairing
Binding
/A ≡ −aSur f ace
A1/3
+ aPairing
δ0(Z, N)
A3/2
. (41)
Here
δ0 ≡

+1 for Z even, N even ,
−1 for Z odd, N odd ,
0 for A=Z+N odd .
(42)
aVolume = 15.75 MeV, aSur f ace = 17.8 MeV, aCoulomb = 0.711 MeV, aAsymmetry =
23.7 MeV, and aPairing = 11.18 MeV are experimentally determined.
In showing (in Appendix D) that the SEMF is (almost) an SU(2)L×SU(2)R χPT
non-topological soliton prediction, we first display symmetric Z = N ground-
state zero-pressure Hartree-Fock non-topological-soliton solutions, fit to inferred
experimental values for symmetric-nuclear-matter density and volume binding
8 G. Gelmini and B. Ritzi [68] independently identified an effective Lagrangian, built from
O(ΛχSB ) free nucleons and O(Λ0χSB ) point-coupling interaction-operators. Although they
imply that it corresponds to Chin-Walecka infinite symmetric Z = N nuclear matter, it does
not. They did not search for, nor did they find, infinite or finite Z = N bound-state non-
topological-soliton solutions with zero internal and external pressure, which could therefore
survive in an external vacuum. Neither did they consider the point-coupling CV200 and C
S
200
terms included here, and in [36], which are necessary for Z , N nuclides. Their expression for
the overall pressure is negative, corresponding to unstable imploding nucleon matter.
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energy:
C2V ≡
1
f 2pi
(
CV200 −
1
2
CV200
)
= 1.893
1
f 2pi
C2S ≡ −
1
f 2pi
(
CS200 −
1
2
CS200
)
= 2.580
1
f 2pi
.
(43)
i.e., fit to the Fermi momentum (kFermi = 1.42/fm) and saturated volume energy
(Ebinding/nucleon = 15.75MeV).
Copying treatment of asymmetric nuclides by Niksic [71], we observe that for
heavy nucleii
(
Z−N
Z+N
)2  1, and work to leading order in that small quantity. In
Appendix D.2, we derive asymmetric Z , N nuclear matter, for which fermion-
exchange terms are crucial, fitting to aAsymmetry = 23.7 MeV. For kF = 1.42/ f m
we find:
CV200 = 0.61 . (44)
Additional results for CV200 are given in Appendix D.3. Combining (43) and (44)
gives:
CV200 = 2.198 . (45)
In practice, there is very little sensitivity to our 4th independent chiral coef-
ficient CS200: this in agreement with Niksic [71] et al., who argue that, although
the total iso-vector strength has a relatively well-defined value, the distribution
between the iso-vector Lorentz-scalar ®δ exchange channel, and the iso-vector
Lorentz-vector ®ρµ exchange channel, is not determined by ground-state data.
Since we have already taken ( Z−NZ+N )2  1, and since
N†N − N¯N ' 3
10
®k2F
m2∗8
N†N = (0.0762) N†N << N†N (46)
with kF = 279.7MeV and m∗8 = 555MeV , only the combination
(
CV200 +C
S
200
)
can
strictly be fit to our O(Λ0
χSB
) StaticχNL accuracy. Therefore, without loss of
generality, we choose
CS200 = 0 . (47)
All coefficients in (43), (44), (45), and (47) then obey naive ∼ O(1) dimensional
power counting, and so are legitimate natural chiral coefficients. Note the fine-
tuning between CV200 = 2.198 and C
S
200 = −2.580 in (43) and (45) inherited from
R. Serber’s and J.D. Walecka’s 1974 quadratic models [40], [43] and [41]. That
fine-tuning is alleviated in (43) by the our inclusion of ®ρµ exchange, necessary
to StaticχNLs. Equations (43), (44), (45) and (47) all satisfy naive dimensional
power-counting O(1) naturalness, and so are legitimate chiral coefficients.
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After inclusion of electromagnetic chiral symmetry breaking, our microscopic
StaticχNL solitons’ saturated nucleon density, as well as their volume, asymme-
try and electromagnetic terms, fit ESoliton
Binding
in the Bethe-Weizsa¨cker SEMF.
The SEMF is closely associated with Gamow’s nuclear liquid-drop model
(NLDM). Recall that, following Walecka’s infinite symmetric nuclear matter
(and neutron matter), we have imposed on the Thomas-Fermi mean field the
condition that the pressure vanish both internally and externally, not just at the
surface of a finite “drop.” Our non-topological soliton nuclei therefore resemble
ice cream balls scooped from an infinite vat [72], more than they do conventional
liquid drops.
We clearly have no right to use the Thomas-Fermi approximation to calculate
ESur f ace,Pairing
Binding
at order ΛχSB and (ΛχSB)0 in spontaneously broken SU(2)L−R.
Unsurprisingly, the surface energy calculated entirely as a change in density gives
incorrect aSur f ace. However, there exist O
(
Λ−2χSB
)
nuclear-surface SU(2)χPT
terms that might replace the scalar σ particle in the Chin-Walecka model in
describing the nuclear surface [40,61,62], namely
LSur f ace
StaticχNL
= −1
2
C220
[
∂ν
ΛχSB
(
N¯N
) ∂ν
ΛχSB
(
N¯N
) ]
. (48)
with an O(1) constant C220, obeying naturalness and absorbing all-orders quan-
tum loops. LSur f ace
StaticχNL
is invariant under non-linear SU(2)L × SU(2)R transfor-
mations including pions, but is automatically pion-less, even without the liquid
approximation. It contains no dangerous ∂0 ∼ mN nucleon mass terms, so non-
relativistic re-ordering is unnecessary. Nucleon-exchange and spinor-interchange
interactions must also be included.
Meanwhile, calculation of aPairing involves understanding low-level excited
states, such as Z-odd N-odd states appearing in
−L4−N ;ExcitedNucleon
StaticχNL; t±t∓ =
∑
Ψ,StaticχNL
1
2 f 2pi
(49)
×
[
CT=1S 0
〈
χNL
(Nαc (t±)cdNαd ) |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| (Nλe (t∓)e f Nλf )χNL〉0
+CT=1V 0
〈
χNL
(Nαc (t±)cdγµ;αβNβd ) |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| (Nλe (t∓)e f γλσµ Nσf )χNL〉0] .
These are beyond the scope of this paper, and may require explicit pions lying
outside semi-classical pion-less SU(2)χPT .
This empirical success of StaticχNL, viewed as liquid drop SEMF non-
topological solitons, coupled with the fact that chiral perturbation theory is
a direct consequence of the Standard Model of particle physics (i.e. the global
symmetries of QCD) – as correct nuclear physics, atomic physics, etc. must ul-
timately be – motivates us to consider, in a companion paper, the connection of
certain mainstream nuclear-model frameworks to the MF-StaticχNL solutions
we have identified here.
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4.2 Neutron Stars
Putting aside exotica (i.e. quark condensates, pion condensates, strange-kaon
condensates, etc.), we conjecture that much of the structure of neutron stars may
be traced directly to 2-massless-quark QCD, and thus directly to the Standard
Model. This will be explored further in a companion paper. Here we note only
that the models of Harrison & Wheeler [73], Salpeter [74] and Baym, Pethic and
Sutherland [75], are all based on the Bethe-von Weizsa¨cker semi-empirical mass
formula [76]. They would therefore seem to follow from StaticχNL; however, we
do not yet know how well the observed chart of nuclides and these neutron-star
models match the ”ice-cream scoop” StaticχNL no-surface SEMF, augmented
by Coulomb repulsion – i.e. (40) with ESur f ace,Pairing
Binding
set to 0.
4.3 Shell structure from explicit SU(2)L−R-breaking?
We conjecture here that non-topological StaticχNL solitons could, with inclu-
sion of explicit SU(2)L−R breaking, be re-quantized to incorporate no-core nu-
clear shell structure and magic numbers, as imagined in [36]. Lynn first intro-
duced the idea [36] that SU(2)L × SU(2)R χPT could admit a liquid phase. Like
ours, his Lagrangian included only terms of O(ΛχSB) and O(Λ0χSB) and ignored
electro-magnetic breaking. Though he did not anticipate StaticχNLs, he was
careful to include only and all those terms that respect the SU(2)L × SU(2)R
semi-classical symmetries - i.e. of quantum nucleons and classical pions - dis-
cussed in this paper. These included strong-interaction terms that survive the
chiral limit, as well as explicit SU(2)L−R-breaking terms that do not.
The purpose of [36] was to generate a ”no-core” classical static spherical
central potential for | ®pi |, in which all of the quantum nucleons moved, and
thus plausibly shell structure for certain heavy even-even ground-state spin-
zero spherical nuclei. It now seems advantageous to focus on doubly-magic or
spherically-magic nuclides.
Such shell structure is plausible in semi-classical SU(2)L×SU(2)R χPT because
the explicit symmetry-breaking terms have naive operator power counting m =
0, l = 1, n = 1 in (A.14). Ignoring pi± − pi0 mass splitting, these are
LN ;χSBχPT '
(
mup + mdown
) (a1 + 2a3) [1 − cos | ®pi |fpi
]
N¯N (50)
= βσpiN
[
1 − cos | ®pi |
fpi
]
N¯N
with experimental parameters
(a1, a2, a3) = (0.28,−0.56, 1.3 ± 0.2)
(mup,mdown;σpiN ) = (6 MeV, 12,MeV; 60 MeV) (51)
β = 0.864 ± 0.120
measured in SU(3)L × SU(3)R χPT processes [17] and [77].
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Since LN ;χSBχPT > 0, the explicit symmetry-breaking terms lower the effective
nucleon mass inside a static pi = | ®pi | condensate. In [36] it was shown that
an unphysically large ”pion-nucleon sigma term” βσpiN ≥ 400 MeV, requiring
β ≥ 6.66, causes an S-wave | ®pi | pion-condensate to form.
Note that LN ;χSBχPT is further suppressed in the 2-light-quark sector because
(mup + mdown) ∼ m
2
pi
ΛχSB
∼ 0.02GeV . (52)
This is why unphysically large β was necessary to form the unphysical pi-
condensate in [36]. However, one should check whether the physical experi-
mental values β ' 1 and σpiN ' 60MeV, result in a | ®pi | S-wave condensate.
Maybe (52) and StaticχNLs partially explain why it is empirically so successful
to take certain nuclear structure to be independent of the pion mass.
Simplifying with mpi± − mpi0 = 0 avoids “parity doubling” [36], though with
observed electro-magnetic breaking (mpi± − mpi0 , 0) that is not obviously im-
possible in very heavy nuclides, nuclear matter, neutron matter and neutron
stars.
We conjecture that semi-classical SU(2)L × SU(2)R χPT (i.e. including all
O(ΛχSB) and O(Λ0χSB) non-strange analytic naive operator power-counting terms,
both those from the chiral-limit and those from explicit mup,mdown , 0 chiral
symmetry breaking) applied to certain finite nuclei, nuclear and neutron matter
and neutron stars will give a reasonable match to their structure.
5 Pionless EFT and halo/cluster EFT: light nu-
clei are also composed entirely of nucleons
Our StaticχNL free-nucleon approximation did not have to be a good one. One
might have imagined further hierarchies in the structure of a nucleus – that
deuterons are made of nucleons, alpha particles are made of deuterons, light
nuclei are made of alpha particles, and so on up the chart of the nuclides.
Pionless EFT does describe light nuclei such as deuterons, tritons, helions
and alpha particles. However, pionless EFT is only claimed by its proponents
to be clearly applicable at momenta up to ΛA
pi/ < mpi [78]. This is far less than
the Fermi-momentum of nuclear matter (kF ' 280 MeV), which we claim is
relevant for describing the leading-order properties of heavy (even-even spin-
zero) spherical nuclei. We certainly expect corrections to the StaticχNL picture
due to low-momentum (k . ΛA
pi/ ) physics, and expect pionless EFT to be an
appropriate language for characterizing those corrections. However, in heavy
nuclei we expect those corrections to be suppressed by the fraction of relative
density
< N†N >k≤ΛA
pi/
< N†N >k≤kF
= O
(
(ΛApi/ /kF )3
)
< O
(
(mpi/kF )3
)
' 1/8 (53)
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of nucleons with low momentum.
The possibility of hierarchical clustering in nuclear matter has been exam-
ined previously, particularly the question of deuteron formation in nuclear mat-
ter. Sedrakian and Clark [79] found that deuterons form only at low densities
(N†N  0.16fm−3) At these densities and low temperatures (T . 2 MeV), they
find that a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) of deuterons will form. However, at
the densities appropriate for heavy nuclei (N†N & 1fm−3  0.16fm−3), and low
temperature, they found a weakly coupled BCS superfluid of nucleon Cooper
pairs, with likely only a very low fraction of deuteron BEC.
More recently, Sedrakian and Clark [80] returned to these questions in fuller
complexity. They considered the limited experimental evidence that large enough
nuclei (specifically N = Z, spin-zero 9246Pd46) may contain some strongly inter-
acting pairs [81] in the isoscalar, spin-aligned channel – though not the tightly
bound dimers that are free deuterons.
The failure of at least this first step in what could have been a chain of hierar-
chical structure formation in nuclei, might be understood, at least heuristically,
in analogy to the early universe – deuterons are fragile, bound only by 2.2 MeV,
whereas the Fermi momentum of neutrons and protons in bulk nuclear matter
proves to be close to 280 MeV. The fragility of early universe deuterons in the
presence of abundant energetic photons that can photo-dissociate it, slows down
nucleosynthesis, keeping the deuteron abundance low in the so-called deuterium
bottleneck. In bulk nuclear matter, the high Fermi-momentum of the nucle-
ons ensures that deuterons that form are rapidly disrupted by collisions with
abundant energetic nucleons. Meanwhile fragile deuterons can form only in rare
soft collisions between nucleons. The result – a nuclear deuterium bottleneck
that, in detailed balance between deuteron production and destruction, keeps
the fraction of nucleons bound into deuterons very low.
The suppression of α-particle abundance in detailed balance is directly due to
the absence of deuterons that can easily make αs, combined with the plenitude
of nucleons that can disrupt αs. Presumably this is one reason why large nuclei
with evident shell structure are made primarily of nucleons not of αs.
In fitting the parameters CA in Eq. (2), we must fit to inferred infinite-
nuclear-matter data. It is currently impossible to relate them to the superficially
similar parameters of Pionless EFT. The crisp question is whether experimental
measurements can calibrate StaticχNL to Pionless EFT contact interactions.
We present detailed arguments why this is not possible in Appendix E; here, we
present a series of obstacles to doing so:9
1. For A ≤ 4, Pionless EFT has no exchange terms analogous with CS200,CV200.
2. Any imagined correspondence between Pionless EFT momentum-independent
9 We use the usual 4-nucleon contact-interaction Lorentz structure S,V, T, A, P naming
convention in subscripts.
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couplings in (E.1) and those of StaticχNL in (28) would start by trying
C
1S0
0 + m
2
piD
1S0
2 = C0,S − 3C0,T + m2pi
(
D2,S − 3D2,T
) ?↔ CS200 + CV200
C
3S1
0 + m
2
piD
3S1
2 = C0,S + C0,T + m
2
pi
(
D2,S + D2,T
) ?↔ CS200 + CV200 (54)
However, we see that Pionless EFT momentum-independent couplings
capture the spin structure of the deuteron and therefore contain tensor
interactions C0,T ,D2,T which are absent in spin-independent StaticχNL.
3. Since StaticχNL have no spin-dependent contact tensor interactions, we
might instead try
1
4
(C1S00 + 3C
3S1
0 ) +
1
4
m2pi(D
1S0
2 + 3D
3S1
2 ) = C0,S + m2piD2,S
?↔ CS200 + CV200 (55)
But spontaneously broken StaticχNL cannot contain operators propor-
tional to any combination of m2piD
1S0
2 and m
2
piD
3S1
2 , which must instead
arise from explicit SU(2)L−R breaking.
4. Pionless EFT momentum-independent couplings C˜(s)0 , D˜
(s)
2 are non-perturbatively
renormalized at the bound-state poles k1S0Pole, k3S1Pole corresponding to
the anomalously large scattering lengths a
1S0, a
3S1 , while the couplings in
StaticχNL are instead perturbatively renormalized (to all analytic loops)
at ΛχSB within naive dimensional power counting.
5. In consequence, while Pionless EFT is not a valid self-consistent theory
for Q  ΛA
pi/ , StaticχNL (after truncation) is valid and self-consistent
up to about 6 × nuclear density, for momenta 0 ≤ k . 61/3kF with
61/3kF ' 500MeV  ΛApi/ , i.e. momentum-independent couplings in Pio-
nless EFT and StaticχNL are renormalized at different momenta in com-
pletely different ways.
6. The softening of the static singular δ3(®r) potential in Pionless EFT re-
quires that its couplings be cut-off-dependent at scale ' ΛA
pi/ < mpi [78].
Momentum-independent C˜
1S0
0
(
a
1S0,ΛA
pi/
)
and C˜
3S1
0
(
a
3S1,ΛA
pi/
)
are then regularization-
scheme-dependent10. There is no singular potential and no regularization-
scheme-dependence in StaticχNL.
7. Even if we imagined a possible one-to-one correspondence, say
1
4
[
C˜
1S0
0
(
a
1S0,ΛApi/
)
+ 3C˜
3S1
0
(
a
3S1,ΛApi/
)] ?↔ CS200(ΛχSB) + CV200(ΛχSB) , (56)
we would need to run C˜(s)0 from Λ
A
pi/ < mpi all the way up to near ΛχSB. In
analogy with high-precision running of αQED(q2 = 0) up to αQED(q2 = M2Z )
10 As well as momentum-dependent C˜
1S0
2
(
a
1S0, ΛA
pi/
)
and C˜
3S1
2
(
a
3S1, ΛA
pi/
)
in Appendix E.
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at LEP1/SLC discussed in Appendix E.1, a complicated strong-interaction
dispersion relation capturing all appropriate hadronic physics between mpi
and ΛχSB is necessary. It must incorporate, among other things ≤ 4 real
pions, and the real and virtual effects of γ s, ®pis, σ, ωµ, ®ρµ , ®δ, etc.. We are
unaware of the construction of such running in the literature, so currently,
in practice, no correspondence like (56) can be calibrated.
It follows that the momentum-independent couplings in Pionless EFT are un-
related to those in StaticχNL; they cannot be experimentally calibrated to one
another.
Similar arguments are presented in Appendix E.2, showing that the momentum-
dependent renormalized couplings C˜(s)2 and E˜
(s)
4 , in Pionless EFT, are unrelated
to, and cannot be calibrated to, those in StaticχNL.
Unfortunately, we do not expect to ever be able to calibrate these differ-
ent EFT’s coefficients to one another. In order to compare them with our
StaticχNLs, the Pionless EFT couplings C˜(s)0 and C˜
(s)
2 (with s =
3 S1,1S0) must be
properly run from 1/a(s) (where they are defined) up to near ΛχSB (where we
have truncated SU(2)L × SU(2)R χPT). Such running is in principle impossible
because, among other reasons, it requires powerful unitarity cancellations at
the σ, ωµ, ®ρµ, and ®δ peaks, where cross sections are known to contain ratios of
partial widths. For example, at the ®ρ peak with initial state i and final state j
σi→®ρ→j ∼
Γ®ρ→i∑
k Γ®ρ→k
Γ®ρ→j∑
k Γ®ρ→k
(57)
with Γ®ρ→k the ®ρ resonance partial width to the kth decay channel. Appendix
E.1 recalls such cancellations for true renormalizable and unitary theories, such
as QED and the Standard Model.
In profound contrast, EFT’s pseudo-renormalizability fails at the ®ρ peak (i.e.
(57) is violated) for at least two reasons. First, unitarity is by definition not a
feature of, and is excluded by, low-energy EFTs – StaticχNLs and Pionless EFT
both specifically exclude appropriate higher-energy unitarity terms. Second,
EFT coefficients C˜(s)0 and C˜
(s)
2 are not related to one another by renormalizability
constraints.
It is similarly impossible to relate the parameters of Static χNL to scattering
lengths of free particles involving pions in vacuum. The Lagrangian (9) contains
the spontaneously broken vacuum physics of pi pi → pi pi + pions and pi N →
pi N + pions. However, we have shown that, to the extent it is described by
spontaneously broken Static χNL, nuclear structure is pionless. It therefore
cannot be calibrated to these processes. Meanwhile, nucleon-nucleon Nijmegen
scattering, as described by Pionless EFT, should be contained in corrections to
our work below ΛA
pi/ .
U. van Kolck and the Pionless EFT community like to reveal relationships
among their results by plotting them on the complex Re(k) − Im(k) momentum
plane inside the circle |k | ≤ ΛA
pi/ < mpi . To that disc we add an orthogonal A = Z+
N axis – forming a 3-D cylindrical Re(k)− Im(k)−A volume – and highlight some
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Pionless EFT results. In the A = 2 plane, N − N elastic scattering is properly
compared to Nijmegen data and lies along positive Re(k). The −2.2MeV bound
deuteron is at k
3S1
Pole
on the positive Im(k) axis, while the shallow resonance is
at k
1S0
Pole
on the negative Im(k) axis. The A = 4 plane places the deeply bound
(−28.296Mev) α particle (∼ 42He2) at positive Im(k).
Halo/cluster EFT at A ≥ 5 has no pions, and is mathematically similar
to Pionless EFT, becoming Pionless EFT for light nuclei when the cores are
nucleons. We plot only the classic example 62He4, where the energy required to
remove the cluster (α particle), or either of the 2 halo nucleons, is much less
than to break up the cluster. It lies on the A = 6 plane at positive Im(k).
In order to plot our Thomas-Fermi StaticχNL results from Appendix D
and show their position relative to Pionless EFT, we add an annulus to that
Pionless EFT cylinder, extending the radius of its Re(k) − Im(k) base to the
region ΛA
pi/ < |k | ≤ ΛAStaticχNL = ΛχSB ∼ 1GeV . Our bound-state StaticχNL
”ice-cream-scoop” nuclei are then horizontal lines along Im(k), in the positive
Im(k) − A quarter-plane, with 0 ≤ |k | ≤ kF ' 280MeV : they intersect the A
axis at AEvenEven = ZEven + NEven ≥ 4. For visual simplicity, we plot symmetric
Z = N StaticχNL nuclei only for 2814Si14 and
40
20Ca20, at A = 28, 40. We show
asymmetric (Z−N )
2
(Z+N )2  1 StaticχNL only for 4820Ca28, 6028Ni32, 9040Zr50 and 20882 Pb126
at A = 48, 60, 90, 208. For further pedagogical simplicity, we have averaged
1
2 (kpF + knF ) ≈ kF ' 280MeV .
Going forward, an important challenge is to find an SU(2)L × SU(2)R χPT in-
tegration of the physics of StaticχNL and that of Pionless EFT and halo/cluster
EFT.
Vis-a-vis Figure 1, 42He2 [78] and
6
2He4 would also be StaticχNLs, but they
are augmented and complicated by an explicit ®pi mass, m2pi , 0, which may (or
may not) be traced entirely to allowed [17] explicit SU(2)L−R symmetry break-
ing. We conjecture that a still-reasonable picture of these light even-even nuclei
will emerge when setting m2pi = 0 and forbidding explicit symmetry breaking: i.e.
completely ignoring pions! If so, 42He2 and
6
2He4 could be treated as StaticχNLs
and would be obedient to spontaneously broken SU(2)L × SU(2)R semi-classical
symmetries. That enhanced symmetry may give new insight into the physics of
α particles moving in the nuclear-matter medium.
In the Summary of the 1985 Paris Conference on Nuclear Physics with
Electro-magnetic Probes [82], Torleif Ericson showed just how many facets there
are to the nuclear “truth” – different physical domains require different descrip-
tions, each of which is the truth for that domain. If Static χNL as derived from
the symmetries of QCD describes heavy (spin-zero even-even) spherical nuclei,
its truth may be difficult to directly relate to accurate descriptions of other
physical domains.
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Figure 1: Illustration (not to scale) of the domains of applicability of various
analytic treatments of nuclear systems plotted in the 3-dimensional space defined
by complex momentum (Rek, Imk) and atomic/baryon number A. At the base
sits the A = 2 complex k plane. Pionless effective field theory is valid inside
the cylinder whose base is the disk with radius ΛA
pi/ < mpi , although that has
so far only been applied to the A = 2, 4, 6 – nucleon-nucleon scattering through
the Nijmegen potential along the Rek axis with A = 2, the deuteron singlet
and triplet states on the Imk axis with A = 2; and helium-4 and helium-6, also
along the Rek axis, but with A = 4, 6. The even-even spin-zero nuclei to which
the chiral nuclear liquid treatment of this paper are applicable are shown here:
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14Si14,
40
20Ca20,
48
20Ca28,
60
28Ni32,
90
40Zr50, and
208
82 Pb126. Their treatment incorporates
k’s along the Imk axis from 0 to kFermi  ΛχSB. See text for further details.
6 Conclusions
The Standard Model of particle physics, augmented by neutrino mixing and
General Relativity (i.e. Frank Wilczek’s “Core Theory” [83]) is the most power-
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ful, accurate, predictive, and experimentally successful scientific theory known
to humans. No experimental counter-example has ever been observed in the
known universe.11 Its local SU(3)Color Quantum Chromo-Dynamic subset is,
according to all experimental evidence, the complete and correct theory of the
strong interactions of known fundamental particles at all energies accessible to
current technology.12 It must therefore underlie the complete and correct theory
of the structure and interactions of atomic nuclei.
In this paper, we have explored some of the implications of this inescapable
connection for nuclear structure as directly derivable from Standard Model,
especially from the global symmetries of QCD. In this, we have been guided by
two key observations: that nuclei are made of protons and neutrons, not quarks;
and that the up and down quarks, which are the fermionic constituents of the
protons and neutrons, are much lighter than the principal mass scales of QCD,
such as the proton and neutron masses. Taken together, these strongly suggest
that the full complexity of the Standard Model can largely be captured, for the
purposes of nuclear physics, by an effective field theory (EFT) – SU(2)L×SU(2)R
chiral perturbation theory (SU(2)χPT) of protons and neutrons.
In writing down an EFT Lagrangian, one incorporates all analytic higher-
order quantum-loop corrections into tree-level amplitudes. SU(2)χPT enables
the operators of that EFT Lagrangian (and the states) to be expressed as a
perturbation expansion, for naive power counting, in inverse powers of the chiral-
symmetry-breaking scale ΛχSB ∼ 1GeV.
Building on this longstanding insight, we have studied the chiral limit of
spontaneously broken SU(2)L × SU(2)R (i.e. SU(2)χPT), including only opera-
tors of order ΛχSB and Λ
0
χSB
. We find that SU(2)χPT of protons,13 neutrons
and 3 pNGB pions - admits a semi-classical liquid phase, a Static Chiral Nucleon
Liquid (StaticχNL).
StaticχNLs are made entirely of nucleons, with approximately zero anti-
proton and anti-neutron content. They are parity even and time-independent.
As we have studied them so far, not just the total nuclear spin ®S = 0, but also
the local expectation value for spin < ®s >' 0. Similarly, the nucleon momenta
vanish locally in the spherically symmetric StaticχNL rest frame. For these
reasons, our study of StaticχNL is applicable to bulk ground-state spin-zero
nuclear matter, and to the ground state of appropriate spin-zero parity-even
nuclei with an even number Z of protons and an even number N of neutrons.
We classify these solutions of SU(2)χPT as “liquid” because energy is re-
quired both to pull the constituent nucleons further apart and to push them
closer together. This is analogous with the balancing of the attractive Lorentz-
scalar σ-exchange force and the repulsive Lorentz-vector ωµ-exchange force in
11 The need for dark matter will not be a counter-example until a non-SM dark matter
candidate is discovered. Cosmic acceleration is a core-theory phenomenon, since the cosmo-
logical constant is within GR. The inflaton may yet be the Higgs field non-minimally coupled
to gravity.
12 Neutrinos may have undiscovered interactions connected to their mass and to their flavor
oscillations. These are unlikely to affect the conclusions of this paper.
13 Note that in the chiral limit, electromagnetic interactions are ignored.
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the Walecka model. The nucleon number density therefore takes a saturated
value even in zero external pressure (e.g. in the absence of gravity), so this is
not a “gas.” Meanwhile they are statistically homogeneous and isotropic, lacking
the reduced symmetries of crystals or other solids.
We have shown that in this ground-state liquid phase, the expectation values
of many of the allowed operators of the most general SU(2)χPT Lagrangian
vanish or are small. We have further conjectured that, for studying (static)
ground-state systems, many more operators are small because they involve tran-
sitions to excited intermediate states. Going forward, it is imperative to under-
stand the contribution of L4−N ;ExcitedNucleon
StaticχNL
(30) to empirical models of heavy
nuclear ground states.
We have also shown that this spontaneously broken ground-state liquid phase
does not support a classical pion field – infrared pions decouple from this solu-
tion. We expect that this emergence of ”semi-classical pion-less SU(2)χPT” is
at the heart of the apparent theoretical independence of much successful nuclear
structure physics from pion properties such as the pion mass.
We have, with David M. Jacobs, constructed explicit StaticχNL’s in the
Thomas-Fermi approximation, demonstrating the existence of zero-pressure non-
topological soliton StaticχNL solutions with macroscopic (infinite nuclear mat-
ter) and microscopic (heavy nuclear ground states). J. Boguta [84] long ago
insightfully pictured ground-state finite nuclei as ”spherical ice-cream scoops”
taken from a ”huge homogenous vat of ice-cream” (nuclear matter).
We speculate that the extension of the line of thinking contained in this
paper to SU(3)L × SU(3)R χPT, 14 will be instructive on the experimentally
current question of strange nuclei, and on the astrophysically relevant question
of strange nuclear matter and even dark matter.
Although Pionless EFT and StaticχNL are compatible and complemen-
tary, we regard Pionless EFT as providing important corrections only for mo-
menta below ΛA
pi/ < mpi . Momenta less than ∼ 61/3kNuclearMatterF ' 500MeV 
kNuclearMatterF ' 280MeV belong to StaticχNLs. We estimate that Pionless
EFT corrections to StaticχNL are < 12.5%.
The Standard Model (augmented by neutrino mixing) is, as a result of five
decades of experimental and theoretical effort, a remarkably complete and cor-
rect description of all non-gravitational interactions of known fundamental par-
ticles, without experimentally identified exception. Nature has been kind, by
building atoms out of electrons and nuclei, and nuclei out of protons and neu-
trons, and by making the up and down quark so much lighter than those, to
14 Strange Chiral Nuclear Liquids [77], a form of Strange Baryon Matter [85], consist of
a StaticχNL immersed in a kaon condensate driven by large mstr ange ' 0.24GeV , β '
9. These strange chiral liquids are identified [77], [86] as a possible SU(3)L × SU(3)RχPT
macroscopic dark matter candidate [87] (a.k.a. “Macro”) non-topological soliton [88] which is
fully consistent with the dynamics of ordinary nuclides in this paper. The possible formation
of Standard Model macros was discussed originally in [23], and more specifically for strange
baryon matter in [85,89] Although there are constraints on their mass and size, such SM dark
matter candidates remain broadly consistent with current limits [85,90–145]
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afford us a possible pathway to relate the emergent physics of: atoms 15; the
deuteron [34, 35]; the heavy nuclides in this paper; and the structure of the
proton [146] in lattice gauge theory, directly to the fundamental interactions
of the Standard Model. It is incumbent on us to avail ourselves of that kind-
ness by striving to obediently connect our phenomenological/empirical models
to Nature’s magnificent fundamental theory.
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Appendix A SU(2)L×SU(2)R χPT of a nucleon dou-
blet and a pion triplet in the spon-
taneously broken (i.e. chiral) limit
The chiral symmetry of two light quark flavors in QCD, together with the
symmetry-breaking and Goldstone’s theorem, makes it possible to obtain an
approximate solution to QCD at low energies using a SU(2)L × SU(2)R EFT,
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where the degrees of freedom are hadrons [10–17, 148]. In particular, the non-
linear SU(2)χPT effective Lagrangian has been shown to successfully model
the interactions of pions with nucleons, where a perturbation expansion (e.g.,
in soft momentum ®k/ΛχSB  1, baryon number density N†Nf 2piΛχSB  1, for
chiral symmetry breaking scale ΛχSB ≈ 1 GeV) has demonstrated predictive
power. Such naive power-counting in Λ−1χSB includes all analytic quantum-loop
effects into experimentally measurable coefficients of SU(2)L × SU(2)R current-
algebraic operators obedient to the global symmetries of QCD, with light-quark
masses generating additional explicit chiral-symmetry-breaking terms. There-
fore, SU(2)L × SU(2)R χPT tree-level calculations with a naive power-counting
effective Lagrangian are to be regarded as true predictions of QCD and the
Standard SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y Model of elementary particles.
A.1 Non-linear transformation properties
We present the Lagrangian of SU(2)L × SU(2)R χPT of a nucleon doublet and a
pNGB triplet. We employ the defining SU(2) strong-isospin representation of
unitary 2×2 Pauli matrices σa, with asymmetric structure constants fabc = abc
ta =
σa
2
, a = 1, 3
Tr(tatb) = δab2
[ta, tb] = i fabctc
{ta, tb} = δab2 .
(A.1)
The SU(2)L+R vector and SU(2)L−R axial-vector charges obey the algebra[
QL+Ra ,Q
L+R
b
]
= i fabcQL+Rc[
QL−Ra ,Q
L−R
b
]
= i fabcQL+Rc[
QL+Ra ,Q
L−R
b
]
= i fabcQL−Rc .
(A.2)
We consider a triplet representation of NGBs,
piata =
1√
2
[
pi0√
2
pi+
pi− − pi0√
2
]
(A.3)
and a doublet of nucleons,
N =
[
p
n
]
. (A.4)
For pedagogical simplicity, representations of higher mass are neglected, even
though the SU(3)L × SU(3)R baryon decuplet (especially ∆1232) is known to have
important nuclear structure [1] and scattering [149] effects.
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Since SU(2)χPT matrix elements are independent of representation [12,13],
we choose a representation [16,17,148] where the NGB triplet has only derivative
couplings,
Σ ≡ exp(2ipia tafpi ) . (A.5)
Under a unitary global SU(2)L×SU(2)R transformation, given by L ≡ exp(ilata)
and R ≡ exp(irata),
Σ→ Σ′ = LΣR† . (A.6)
It also proves useful to introduce the “square root” of Σ
ξ ≡ exp(ipia tafpi ) , (A.7)
which transforms as
ξ → ξ ′ = exp(ipi′a
ta
fpi
) (A.8)
We observe that
ξ ′ = LξU† = UξR† , (A.9)
for a certain unitary local transformation matrix U(L, R, pia(t, x)).
The vector and axial-vector NGB currents
Vµ ≡ 12 (ξ
†∂µξ + ξ∂µξ†)
Aµ ≡ i2 (ξ
†∂µξ − ξ∂µξ†)
(A.10)
transform straightforwardly as
Vµ → V ′ = UVµU† +U∂µU†
Aµ → A′ = UAµU† .
(A.11)
Meanwhile the nucleons transform as
N → N ′ = UN (A.12)
and
DµN ≡ ∂µN + VµN → U(DµN) . (A.13)
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A.2 Naive ΛχSB operator power counting
The SU(2)χPT Lagrangian, including all analytic quantum-loop effects for soft
momenta ( 1GeV) [16,148], can now be written:
LχPT = (A.14)
−
∑
l,m,n
l+m≥1
Clmn f 2piΛ
2
χSB
(
∂µ
ΛχSB
)m ( N
fpi
√
ΛχSB
)l (
N
fpi
√
ΛχSB
)l (
mquark
ΛχSB
)n
flmn
(
pia
fpi
)
,
where flmn is an analytic function, and the dimensionless constants Clmn are
O(Λ0
χSB
) and, presumably, ∼ 1. As a power series in ΛχSB,
LχPT ∼ ΛχSB + (ΛχSB)0 + 1
ΛχSB
+
(
1
ΛχSB
)2
+ ... (A.15)
We take, self-consistently, ΛχSB ' 1GeV and, in higher orders, reorder the
non-relativistic perturbation expansion in ∂0 to converge with large nucleon mass
mN ≈ ΛχSB [2,150,151]. As the terms in (A.14) already include all analytic loop
corrections, renormalized to all orders, we can perform tree-level calculations to
arrive at strong-interaction predictions.
A.3 The Chiral Symmetric Limit
For the purposes of this paper, we retain from (A.14) only terms of order ΛχSB
and Λ0
χSB
, i.e. 1 ≤ m + l + n ≤ 2. We can further divide LχPT into a symmetric
piece (i.e., spontaneous SU(2)L−R breaking with massless Goldstones) and a
symmetry-breaking piece (i.e., explicit SU(2)L−R breaking, traceable to quark
masses) generating three massive pNGB:
LχPT = L
Symmetric
χPT + L
Symmetry−Breaking
χPT . (A.16)
In this paper, we are interested only in unbroken SU(2)χPT and so take n = 0
in (A.14)
LSymmetry−BreakingχPT = 0. (A.17)
We separate LSymmetricχPT into pure-meson terms, terms quadratic in baryons
(i.e. nucleons), and four-baryon terms:
LSymmetricχPT = L
pi;Symmetric
χPT + L
N ;Symmetric
χPT + L
4−N ;Symmetric
χPT (A.18)
with (as in (9))
Lpi;SymmetricχPT =
f 2pi
4
Tr ∂µΣ∂µΣ† + Lpi;SymmetricχPT ;non−Analytic (A.19)
LN ;SymmetricχPT = N
(
iγµDµ − mN1
)
N − gANγµγ5AµN
L4−N ;SymmetricχPT ∼
1
f 2pi
(
NγA N
) (
NγA N
)
+ ++ ,
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As described below (9), the parentheses in the four-nucleon Lagrangian
indicate the order of SU(2) index contraction, and + + + indicates that one
should include all possible combinations of such contractions. As usual, γA ≡(
1, γµ, iσµν, iγµγ5, γ5
)
, for A = 1, ..., 16 (with σµν ≡ 12 [γµ, γν]). These are com-
monly referred to as scalar (S), vector (V), tensor (T), axial-vector (A), and
pseudo-scalar (P) respectively.
In this paper, we will focus on the Semi-Classical Symmetries of chiral (i.e.
spontaneously broken) SU(2)χPT . Nucleons N are treated as quantum fermions.
Pions are classical fields: i.e. ξ,Vµ, Aµ,U, Σ, pia, R, L defined in Subsection (A.1)
are not quantized: their non-trivial commutation properties are entirely due to
strong isospin.
A.4 SU(2)L × SU(2)R invariant 4-nucleon contact interac-
tions
Focus on the 4-fermion terms in (A.19).
Using the completeness relation for 2 × 2 matrices (sum over B = 0, 1, 2, 3)
σB = (1, ®σ); δc f δed = 12
3∑
B=0
σBcdσ
B
ef . (A.20)
tB = (1
2
, ®t) = 1
2
σB; δc f δed = 2
3∑
B=0
tBcdt
B
ef ;
[®t , U ( ®pi(x), r, l) ] , 0;
(We use α...σ for relativistic spinor indices, while a... f are isospin indices.) Both
iso-scalar and iso-vector 4-nucleon contact interactions appear in the SU(2)L ×
SU(2)R invariant Lagrangian:
L4−N ;SymmetricχPT =
1
f 2pi
CT=0A (Nαa γA αβNβa )(Nλb γλσA Nσb )
+
1
f 2pi
CT=1A (Nαa γA αβNβb )(Nλb γλσA Nσa )
−→ 1
f 2pi
CT=0A (Nαc U†caγA αβUadNβd )(NλeU†ebγλσA Ub f Nσf ) (A.21)
+
1
f 2pi
CT=1A (Nαc U†caγA αβUbdNβd )(NλeU†ebγλσA Uaf Nσf )
=
1
f 2pi
CT=0A (Nαc γA αβNβc )(Nλe γλσA Nσe )
+
1
f 2pi
CT=1A (Nαc γA αβNβd )(Nλe γλσA Nσf )δc f δed
=
1
f 2pi
CT=0A (Nαc γA αβNβc )(Nλe γλσA Nσe )
+2
1
4 f 2pi
3∑
B=0
CT=1A (Nαc σBcdγA αβNβd )(Nλe σBef γλσA Nσf ) .
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A.5 Certain non-analytic NGB 4-pion interactions
Non-analytic interactions of pions are induced in quantum loops. There are
situations where loop effects are important and can be qualitatively distin-
guished from tree-level interactions by their analytic structure. For example,
the pia + pib → pic + pid scattering amplitude contains a term [17] in the chiral
limit.
Lpi;Symmetric
non−Analytic ↔
[
−δabδcd s
2
32pi2
− δacδbd 3s
2 + u2 − t2
196pi2
(A.22)
− δadδbc 3s
2 + t2 − u2
196pi2
]
ln
(
− s
κ
)
+ cross−terms .
Here s = (pa + pb)2, t = (pa − pc)2, u = (pa − pd)2 are Mandelstam variables and
κ is an arbitrary renormalization scale.
This paper crucially concerns itself with the far-infrared region of NGB pion
momenta. The imaginary part of ln
(− sκ ) arises from the unitarity of the S-
matrix and is related to a total cross-section. The real part of ln
(− sκ ) diverges
in the far-infrared, and might have been important to χNL. We show that it is
not! 17
Following [152], we pack this non-analytic S-Matrix O
(
Λ0
χSB
)
term, and
all other such non-analytic terms in the pure pion sector, into a non-analytic
effective Lagrangian Lpi;Symmetric
non−Analytic, which is also to be analyzed at tree-level.
Appendix B 4-nucleon contact interactions in StaticχNL’s
B.1 Boson-exchange-inspired vs. excited-nucleon-inspired
4-nucleon contact interactions
We wish to study the ground state expectation value of L4−N ;SymmetricχPT . Using
(A.21)
0
〈
χNL
 − L4−N ;SymmetricχPT χNL〉0 = (B.1)
1
2 f 2pi
∑
A
{
0
〈
χNL
CT=0A (Nαc γA αβNβc )(Nλe γλσA Nσe )χNL〉0
+2
1
4
∑
B
0
〈
χNL
CT=1A (Nαc σBcdγA αβNβd )(Nλe σBef γλσA Nσf )χNL〉0} .
Now introduce a complete set of states
1 =
χNL〉0 0〈χNL + ∑
Ψ,StaticχNL
|Ψ〉 〈Ψ| (B.2)
17 It clarifies things to regularize ln
(− sκ ) → ln (− sI Rκ ) with |sI R | > 0 in the Infra-Red.
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and classify 4-nucleon StaticχNL interaction terms as either inspired by “boson
exchange”
−LBosonExchange
StaticχNL
=
1
2 f 2pi
∑
A
(B.3)
×
{
CT=0A 0
〈
χNL
(Nαc γA αβNβc )χNL〉0 0〈χNL(Nλe γλσA Nσe )χNL〉0
+2
1
4
∑
B
CT=1A 0
〈
χNL
(Nαc σBcdγA αβNβd )χNL〉0
×0
〈
χNL
(Nλe σBef γλσA Nσf )χNL〉0}
or “excited-nucleon” inspired
−LExcitedNucleonStaticχNL =
∑
Ψ,StaticχNL
1
2 f 2pi
∑
A
(B.4)
×
{
CT=0A 0
〈
χNL
(Nαc γA αβNβc ) |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| (Nλe γλσA Nσe )χNL〉0
+2
1
4
∑
B
CT=1A 0
〈
χNL
(Nαc σBcdγA αβNβd ) |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| (Nλe σBef γλσA Nσf )χNL〉0}
A useful theorem is
1
4 0
〈
χNL
(Nαc γA αβNβc )χNL〉0 0〈χNL(Nλe γλσA Nσe )χNL〉0 (B.5)
+0
〈
χNL
(Nαc t3;cdγA αβNβd )χNL〉0 0〈χNL(Nλe t3;e f γλσA Nσf )χNL〉0
=
1
2 0
〈
χNL
(pαc γA αβpβc )χNL〉0 0〈χNL(pλeγλσA pσe )χNL〉0
+
1
2 0
〈
χNL
(nαc γA αβnβc )χNL〉0 0〈χNL(nλeγλσA nσe )χNL〉0
Going forward, we will use the notation
〉 ≡ χNL〉0 and 〈 ≡ 0〈χNL in this
Appendix.
B.2 Contact-interactions that mimic hadronic boson-exchange
Taking expectation values inside the StaticχNL,
−LBosonExchange
StaticχNL
' 1
2
1
fpi
(B.6)
×
[
CT=0S
〈
Nαc N
α
c
〉 〈
Nλe N
λ
e
〉
+CT=0V
〈
Nαc γ
0;αβNβc
〉 〈
Nλe γ
λσ
0 N
σ
e
〉
+2CT=1S
{
1
4
〈
Nαc N
α
c
〉 〈
Nλe N
λ
e
〉
+
〈
Nαc t3;cdN
α
d
〉 〈
Nλe t3;e f N
λ
f
〉}
+2CT=1V
{
1
4
〈
Nαc γ
0;αβNβc
〉 〈
Nλe γ
λσ
0 N
σ
e
〉
+
〈
Nαc t3;cdγ
0;αβNβ
d
〉 〈
Nλe t3;e f γ
λσ
0 N
σ
f
〉}]
.
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The factorization in LBosonExchange
StaticχNL
, and its name, are inspired by a simple
picture of forces carried by heavy hadronic-boson exchange, which is commonly
envisioned in Walecka-like, nuclear-Skyrme and density-functional models; i.e.
we have integrated out the auxiliary fields:
• Lorentz-scalar isoscalar σ, with chiral coefficient CT=0
S
;
• Lorentz-vector isoscalar ωµ with chiral coefficient CT=0V ;
• Lorentz-scalar isovector ®δ, with chiral coefficient CT=1S ;
• Lorentz-vector isovector ®ρµ, with chiral coefficient CT=1V .
To order Λ0
χSB
, the only 4-nucleon contact terms allowed by local SU(2)χPT
symmetry are exhibited in (B.3) (i.e. (B.6)) and (B.4). Note that isospin oper-
ators ®t = 12 ®σPauli have appeared. However, quantum-loop naive power counting
requires inclusion of nucleon Lorentz-spinor-interchange interactions, in order
to enforce anti-symmetrization of fermion wavefunctions. These are the same
magnitude, (ΛχSB)0, as direct interactions. The empirical nuclear models of
Manakos and Mannel [153, 154] were specifically built to include such spinor-
interchange terms.
Explicit inclusion of spinor-interchange terms yields a great technical advan-
tage for the liquid approximation: it allows us to treat StaticχNLs in Hartree-
Fock approximation, i.e. including fermion wave function anti-symmetrization,
rather than in less-accurate Hartree approximation.
Because of normal-ordering, such point-coupling contact spinor-interchange
terms don’t appear in the analysis of the deuteron [34, 35], which has only 1
proton and 1 neutron.
B.3 Contact-interactions, including spinor-interchange terms
enforcing effective anti-symmetrization of fermion wave-
functions in the Hartree-Fock approximation
In this section, we write an effective StaticχNL Lagrangian in terms of the 10
independent chiral coefficients CT=0
S
, CT=0V , C
T=0
T , C
T=0
A
,CT=0P and C
T=1
S , C
T=1
V ,
CT=1T , C
T=1
A , C
T=1
P governing 4-nucleon contact interactions.
For pedagogical simplicity, we first focus on the “boson-exchange-inspired”
terms, with power-counting contact-interactions of order (ΛχSB)0. “Direct”
terms depend only on CT=0
S
, CT=0V ,C
T=1
S , and C
T=1
V , because isoscalar (C
T=0
T , C
T=0
A
,
and CT=0P ) and isovector (C
T=1
T , C
T=1
A , C
T=1
P ) vanish when evaluated in the liquid.
“Spinor-interchange” terms depend all 10 coefficients after Fierz rearrangement.
Such terms do not appear in the SU(2)χPT analysis of the deuteron ground
state, because it only has 1 proton and 1 neutron. The combination of direct
and spinor-interchange terms (which we refer to below as “Total”) depend on all
10 coefficients.
Because of the inclusion of spinor-interchange terms, Hartree treatment of
the resultant StaticχNL Lagrangian is equivalent to Hartree-Fock treatment of
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the liquid. When building the semi-classical liquid quantum state, this enforces
the anti-symmetrization of the fermion wavefunctions. A crucial observation is
that the resultant liquid depends on only four independent chiral coefficients.
CS200, C
V
200, C
S
200, and C
V
200. These provide sufficient free parameters to balance the
scalar attractive force carried by CS200 and C
S
200 against the vector repulsive force
carried by CV200 and C
V
200 when fitting to the experimentally observed structure
of ground-state nuclei. This is the case for our Non-topological Soliton nuclear
model, where CS200 − 12CS200 < 0 and CV200 − 12CS200 > 0,
Motivated by the empirical success of Non-topological Soliton models we con-
jecture that excited-nucleon-inspired contact-interaction terms are small, and
that the simple picture of scalar attraction balanced against vector repulsion
persists when including them. But such analysis is beyond the scope of this
paper.
B.3.1 Lorentz Vector (V) and Axial-vector (A) forces〈
L4−N ;V,A
〉 ≡ LV,A
StaticχNL
−LV,A
StaticχNL
=
1
2 f 2pi
∑
A =V,A
{
CT=0A
〈
(Nαc γA αβNβc )
〉 〈
(Nλe γλσA Nσe )
〉
+2
1
4
∑
B
CT=1A
〈
(Nαc σBcdγA αβNβd )
〉 〈
(Nλe σBef γλσA Nσf )
〉}
−LV,A
StaticχNL;ExcitedNucleon (B.7)
−LV,A
StaticχNL;ExcitedNucleon =
∑
Ψ,StaticχNL
1
2 f 2pi
∑
A =V,A
×
{
CT=0A
〈
(Nαc γA αβNβc ) |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| (Nλe γλσA Nσe )
〉
+2
1
4
∑
B
CT=1A
〈
(Nαc σBcdγA αβNβd ) |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| (Nλe σBef γλσA Nσf )
〉}
We have
−LV,A
StaticχNL
=
1
2 f 2pi
∑
A =V,A
[
CT=0A
{
2
〈
(pαc γA αβpβc )
〉 〈
(nλeγλσA nσe )
〉}
+
[
CT=0A + C
T=1
A
] {〈(pαc γA αβpβc )〉 〈(pλeγλσA pσe )〉 (B.8)
+
〈
(nαc γA αβnβc )
〉 〈
(nλeγλσA nσe )
〉}]
− LV,A
StaticχNL;ExcitedNucleon
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Direct terms: The properties of StaticχNLs vastly simplify this expression
−LV,A
StaticχNL;Direct =
1
2 f 2pi
CT=0V
{
2
〈
p†p
〉 〈
n†n
〉}
(B.9)
+
1
2 f 2pi
[
CT=0V + C
T=1
V
] {〈
p†p
〉 〈
p†p
〉
+
〈
n†n
〉 〈
n†n
〉}
with simplified notation
〈
pα†c pαc
〉 〈
nλ†e nλe
〉
≡ 〈p†p〉 〈n†n〉.
Spinor-interchange terms: After interchanging the appropriate spinors, nor-
mal ordering creation and annihilation operators, and Fierz re-arrangement,
spinor-interchange contributions depend on CT=0V ,C
T=0
A
,CT=1V ,C
T=1
A .
−LV,A
StaticχNL;SpinorInterchange =
1
2 f 2pi
[
−
(
CT=0V + C
T=1
V
)
+
(
CT=0A + C
T=1
A
)]
×
{〈
p†LpL
〉 〈
p†LpL
〉
+
〈
p†RpR
〉 〈
p†RpR
〉
+
〈
n†LnL
〉 〈
n†LnL
〉
+
〈
n†RnR
〉 〈
n†RnR
〉}
−LV,A
StaticχNL;ExcitedNucleon;SpinorInterchange (B.10)
where we have divided p = pL + pR and n = nL + nR into left-handed and
right-handed spinors.
Total direct and spinor-interchange terms:
−LV,A
StaticχNL;Total =
1
2 f 2pi
CT=0V
{
2
〈
p†p
〉 〈
n†n
〉}
(B.11)
+
1
2 f 2pi
[
CT=0V + C
T=1
V
] {
2
〈
p†LpL
〉 〈
p†RpR
〉
+ 2
〈
n†LnL
〉 〈
n†RnR
〉}
+
1
2 f 2pi
[
CT=0A + C
T=1
A
] {〈
p†LpL
〉 〈
p†LpL
〉
+
〈
p†RpR
〉 〈
p†RpR
〉
+
〈
n†LnL
〉 〈
n†LnL
〉
+
〈
n†RnR
〉 〈
n†RnR
〉}
−LV,A
StaticχNL;ExcitedNucleon;Total .
The reader should note the cancellation of the term
1
2 f 2pi
[
CT=0V + C
T=1
V
] {〈
p†LpL
〉 〈
p†LpL
〉
+
〈
p†RpR
〉 〈
p†RpR
〉
(B.12)
+
〈
n†LnL
〉 〈
n†LnL
〉
+
〈
n†RnR
〉 〈
n†RnR
〉}
,
showing that vector-boson exchange cannot carry forces between same-handed
fermion protons, or between same-handed fermion neutrons.
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Significant simplification follows because StaticχNLs are defined to have
equal left-handed and right-handed densities〈
p†LpL
〉
=
〈
p†RpR
〉
=
1
2
〈
p†p
〉
(B.13)〈
n†LnL
〉
=
〈
n†RnR
〉
=
1
2
〈
n†n
〉
.
so that the contribution of (B.11) to the Lorentz-spinor-interchange Lagrangian
is
−LV,A
StaticχNL;Total =
1
2 f 2pi
CV200
{〈
N†N
〉 〈
N†N
〉}
(B.14)
− 1
4 f 2pi
CV200
{〈
N†N
〉 〈
N†N
〉
+ 4
〈
N†t3N
〉 〈
N†t3N
〉}
−LV,A
StaticχNL;ExcitedNucleon;Total
with
CV200 = C
T=0
V (B.15)
−CV200 =
1
2
[−CT=0V + CT=0A + CT=1V + CT=1A ]
The crucial observation is that (B.14), (B.15) depend on just two indepen-
dent chiral coefficients, CV200 and C
V
200, instead of four, while still providing suffi-
cient free parameters to fit the vector repulsive force (i.e., within Non-topological
Soliton, Density Functional and Skyrme nuclear models) up to naive power-
counting order (ΛχSB)0, to the experimentally observed structure of ground-
state nuclei.
B.3.2 Lorentz Scalar (S), Tensor (T) and Pseudo-scalar (P) forces〈
L4−N ;ScalarTensorPseudoscalar
〉 ≡ LScalarTensorPseudoscalarStaticχNL (B.16)
−LScalarTensorPseudoscalarStaticχNL =
1
2 f 2pi
∑
A =S,T,P
{
CT=0A
〈
(Nαc γA αβNβc )
〉 〈
(Nλe γλσA Nσe )
〉
+2
1
4
∑
B
CT=1A
〈
(Nαc σBcdγA αβNβd )
〉 〈
(Nλe σBef γλσA Nσf )
〉}
− LScalarTensorPseudoscalarStaticχNL;ExcitedNucleon
−LScalarTensorPseudoscalarStaticχNL;ExcitedNucleon =
∑
Ψ,StaticχNL
1
2 f 2pi
∑
A =S,T,P
×
{
CT=0A
〈
(Nαc γA αβNβc ) |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| (Nλe γλσA Nσe )
〉
+2
1
4
∑
B
CT=1A
〈
(Nαc σBcdγA αβNβd ) |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| (Nλe σBef γλσA Nσf )
〉}
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We have
−LScalarTensorPseudoscalarStaticχNL =
1
2 f 2pi
∑
A =S,T,P
[
CT=0A
{
2
〈
(pαc γA αβpβc )
〉 〈
(nλeγλσA nσe )
〉}
+
[
CT=0A + C
T=1
A
] {〈(pαc γA αβpβc )〉 〈(pλeγλσA pσe )〉
+
〈
(nαc γA αβnβc )
〉 〈
(nλeγλσA nσe )
〉}]
− LScalarTensorPseudoscalarStaticχNL;ExcitedNucleon (B.17)
Direct terms: The properties of StaticχNLs give
−LScalarTensorPseudoscalarStaticχNL;Direct =
1
2 f 2pi
CT=0S
〈
NN
〉 〈
NN
〉
(B.18)
+
1
2 f 2pi
(
CT=1S
)
{〈pp〉 〈pp〉 + 〈nn〉 〈nn〉}
Spinor-interchange terms: Spinor-interchange contributions depend on 6
chiral coefficients: isoscalars CT=0
S
, CT=0T , C
T=0
P and isovectors C
T=1
S , C
T=1
T , C
T=1
P .
−LScalarTensorPseudoscalarStaticχNL;SpinorInterchange = (B.19)
1
2 f 2pi
[
1
2
(
CT=0S + C
T=1
S
)
+ 3
(
CT=0T + C
T=1
T
)
+
1
2
(
CT=0P + C
T=1
P
)]
× {〈pLpR〉 〈pLpR〉 + 〈pRpL〉 〈pRpL〉 + 〈nLnR〉 〈nLnR〉 + 〈nRnL〉 〈nRnL〉}
−LScalarTensorPseudoscalarStaticχNL;ExcitedNucleon;SpinorInterchange
Total direct and spinor-interchange terms: As above, the fact that StaticχNLs
are defined to have equal left-handed and right-handed scalar densities simplifies
the total direct and spinor-interchange contribution:
−LScalarTensorPseudoscalarStaticχNL;Total =
1
2 f 2pi
CS200
{〈
NN
〉 〈
NN
〉}
− 1
4 f 2pi
CS200
{〈
NN
〉 〈
NN
〉
+ 4
〈
Nt3N
〉 〈
Nt3N
〉}
−LScalarTensorPseudoscalarStaticχNL;ExcitedNucleon;Total (B.20)
with
CS200 = C
T=0
S (B.21)
−CS200 =
1
2
[
1
2
CT=0S +
5
2
CT=1S + 3
(
CT=0T + C
T=1
T
)
+
(
CT=0P + C
T=1
P
)]
Once again we find that (B.20) and (B.21) depend on just two independent
chiral coefficients, CS200 and C
S
200, instead of six, while still providing sufficient free
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parameters to fit the scalar attractive force (i.e. within Non-topological Soliton,
Density Functional and Skyrme nuclear models) up to naive power-counting
order (ΛχSB)0, to the experimentally observed structure of ground-state nuclei.
Appendix C Nucleon bi-linears and semi-classical
nuclear currents in StaticχNL
The structure of StaticχNL suppresses various nucleon bi-linears:
• Vectors’ space-components: because it is a 3-vector, parity odd and sta-
tionary
0
〈
χNL
(Nαc ®γαβNβc )χNL〉0 ∼ 0〈χNL®k χNL〉0 ' 0 (C.1)
• Tensors: because the local expectation value of nuclear spin < ®s >= 12 <®σ >' 0
1. σ0j :
0
〈
χNL
(Nαc σ0j;αβNβc )χNL〉0
= 0
〈
χNL
(NLσ0jNR)χNL〉0 + 0〈χNL(NRσ0jNL)χNL〉0
= 20
〈
χNL
(NL [ 0 ®sj®sj 0 ]NR)χNL〉0
+20
〈
χNL
(NR [ 0 ®sj®sj 0 ]NL)χNL〉0
' 0 (C.2)
2. σi j :
0
〈
χNL
(Nαc σi j;αβNβc )χNL〉0
= 0
〈
χNL
(NLσi jNR)χNL〉0 + 0〈χNL(NRσi jNL)χNL〉0
= −2ii jk 0
〈
χNL
(NL®skNR)χNL〉0
−2ii jk 0
〈
χNL
(NR®skNL)χNL〉0
' 0 (C.3)
• Axial-vectors: because pL, pR are equally represented in StaticχNL, as are
nL, nR
0
〈
χNL
(Nαc γA;αβNβc )χNL〉0
= 0
〈
χNL
(NLγµγ5NL)χNL〉0 + 0〈χNL(NRγµγ5NR)χNL〉0
= −0
〈
χNL
(NLγµNL)χNL〉0 + 0〈χNL(NRγµNR)χNL〉0
' 0 (C.4)
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• Pseudo-scalars: because StaticχNL are of even parity
0
〈
χNL
(Nαc γP;αβNβc )χNL〉0
= 0
〈
χNL
(NRγ5NL)χNL〉0 + 0〈χNL(NLγ5NR)χNL〉0
= −0
〈
χNL
(NRNL)χNL〉0 + 0〈χNL(NLNR)χNL〉0
' 0 (C.5)
Therefore, various Lorentz and isospin representations are suppressed in
StaticχNLs. In summary: Isoscalars
0
〈
χNL
(Nαc Nαc )χNL〉0 , 0
0
〈
χNL
(Nαc γ0;αβNβc )χNL〉0 , 0
0
〈
χNL
(Nαc ®γαβNβc )χNL〉0 ' 0
0
〈
χNL
(Nαc γT ;αβNβc )χNL〉0 ' 0
0
〈
χNL
(Nαc γA;αβNβc )χNL〉0 ' 0
0
〈
χNL
(Nαc γP;αβNβc )χNL〉0 ' 0 (C.6)
and Isovectors
0
〈
χNL
(Nαc t±cdγA αβNβd )χNL〉0 = 0
0
〈
χNL
(Nαc t3cdNαd )χNL〉0 , 0
0
〈
χNL
(Nαc t3cdγ0;αβNβd )χNL〉0 , 0
0
〈
χNL
(Nαc t3cd ®γαβNβd )χNL〉0 ' 0
0
〈
χNL
(Nαc t3cdγTαβNβd )χNL〉0 ' 0
0
〈
χNL
(Nαc t3cdγAαβNβd )χNL〉0 ' 0
0
〈
χNL
(Nαc t3cdγPαβNβd )χNL〉0 ' 0 (C.7)
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Now form the semi-classical nuclear currents
Jµ
k
= NγµtkN k = 1, 2, 3
Jµ± = J
µ
1 ± iJµ2 =
{
pγµn
nγµp
}
Jµ3 =
1
2
(pγµp − nγµn)
Jµ8 =
√
3
2
(pγµp + nγµn)
Jµ
QED
=
1√
3
Jµ8 + J
µ
3 = pγ
µp
JµBaryon =
2√
3
Jµ8 = pγ
µp + nγµn
J5µ
k
= Nγµγ5tkN k = 1, 2, 3
J5µ± = J
5µ
1 ± iJ5µ2 =
{
pγµγ5n
nγµγ5p
}
J5µ3 =
1
2
(
pγµγ5p − nγµγ5n
)
J5µ8 =
√
3
2
(
pγµγ5p + nγµγ5n
)
(C.8)
SU(2)L × SU(2)R nuclear currents within StaticχNLare obedient to its semi-
classical symmetries
0
〈
χNL
J03 χNL〉0 , 0; 0〈χNL∂µJµ3 χNL〉0 ' 0
0
〈
χNL
Jµ± χNL〉0 = 0; 0〈χNL∂µJµ± χNL〉0 = 0
0
〈
χNL
Jµ,53 χNL〉0 ' 0; 0〈χNLJµ,58 χNL〉0 ' 0
0
〈
χNL
Jµ,5± χNL〉0 = 0; 0〈χNL∂µJµ,5± χNL〉0 = 0
0
〈
χNL
J08 χNL〉0 , 0; 0〈χNL∂µJµ8 χNL〉0 ' 0
0
〈
χNL
J0QED χNL〉0 , 0; 0〈χNL∂µJµQED χNL〉0 ' 0
0
〈
χNL
J0BaryonχNL〉0 , 0; 0〈χNL∂µJµBaryonχNL〉0 ' 0
0
〈
χNL
Jµ=1,2,33 χNL〉0 ' 0; 0〈χNLJµ=1,2,38 χNL〉0 ' 0
0
〈
χNL
Jµ=1,2,3
QED
χNL〉0 ' 0; 0〈χNLJµ=1,2,3BaryonχNL〉0 ' 0 (C.9)
0
〈
χNL
i∂µJµ,53 χNL〉0 = 0〈χNL2 (−mN − 1f 2pi ĈS200
)
γ5t3
χNL〉0 ∼ pi3 ' 0
2√
3 0
〈
χNL
i∂µJµ,58 χNL〉0 = 0〈χNL2 (−mN − 1f 2pi ĈS200
)
γ5
χNL〉0 ∼ η ' 0
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Appendix D Thomas-Fermi non-topological soli-
tons and the ancient semi-empirical
mass formula
We are interested here in semi-classical solutions to (31), identifiable as quantum
chiral nucleon liquids, that are, for reasons laid out in the main body of the
paper: in the ground state, spin zero, spherically symmetric, and even-even (i.e.
have an even number of protons and of neutrons). We employ relativistic mean-
field point-coupling Hartree-Fock and Thomas-Fermi approximations, ignoring
the anti-nucleon sea.18
We seek solutions that are static, homogeneous and isotropic. Given the
absence of any surface terms at the order Λ0
χSB
in chiral symmetry breaking
to which we are working, we avoid the ad hoc imposition of such terms. We
therefore impose the condition that the pressure vanishes everywhere, rather
than just at the surface of a finite “liquid drop.” Our finite StaticχNL nuclei
therefore resemble ”ice cream balls scooped from an infinite vat [84], more than
they do conventional liquid drops (which have surface tension).
The Thomas-Fermi approximation replaces the neutrons and protons with
homogeneous and isotropic expectation values over free neutron and proton
spinors, with (for j = n and p) effective reduced mass m j∗, 3-momentum ®k j ,
energy E j =
√
(®k j)2 + (m j∗)2, and zero spin. Most of these vanish because of the
absence of any preferred direction for spin or momenta in StaticχNL:
nn → 〈nn〉 =
〈
mn∗
En
〉
n
(
γ0, ®γ
)
n → 〈n
(
γ0, ®γ
)
n〉 =
(
1, ®0
)
(D.1)
n
(
σ0j, σi j
)
n → 〈n
(
σ0j, σi j
)
n〉 = 0
n
(
γ0, ®γ
)
γ5n → 〈n
(
γ0, ®γ
)
γ5n〉 = 0
nγ5n → 〈nγ5n〉 = 0 ;
and similarly for protons by taking n → p. To simplify our notation, we drop
the 〈· · · 〉 in the remainder of this paper.
Within the liquid drop, the baryon number density
N†N = p†p + n†n , (D.2)
and scalar density
NN = pp + nn . (D.3)
18 We thank D. Jacobs for his contributions to this appendix.
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The neutron contributions to these densities are
n†n = 2
∫ knF
0
d3kn
(2pi)3 =
(knF )3
3pi2
nn = 2
∫ knF
0
d3kn
(2pi)3
mn∗√
(®kn)2 + (mn∗ )2
(D.4)
=
mn∗
2pi2
(
knF µ
n
∗ −
1
2
(mn∗ )2 ln
(
µn∗ + knF
µn∗ − knF
))
with
mn∗ ≡ mn +
CS200
f 2pi
N N − C
S
200
f 2pi
nn (D.5)
µn∗ ≡
√
(knF )2 + (mn∗ )2 .
The equivalent proton contributions are obtained by straightforward substitu-
tion of n↔ p.
It is convenient to define

∫
n ≡ 2
∫ knF
0
d3kn
(2pi)3
√
(®kn)2 + (mn∗ )2
=
3
4
µn∗n
†n +
1
4
mn∗ nn (D.6)
P
∫
n ≡ 2
∫ knF
0
d3kn
(2pi)3
(®kn)2
3
√
(®kn)2 + (mn∗ )2
=
1
4
µn∗n
†n − 1
4
mn∗ nn ,
and equivalently for protons, by again substituting n ↔ p. These look conve-
niently like the neutron and proton energy density and pressure, and indeed

∫
n − 3P
∫
n = mn∗ n¯n (D.7)

∫
n + P
∫
n = µn∗n
†n .
and equivalently for p. However, the actual nucleon energy density and pressure
are properly constructed from the stress-energy tensor:(
TNχPT ;Liquid
)µν
=
∂LN
χPT ;Liquid
∂
(
∂µN
) ∂νN − gµνLNχPT ;Liquid , (D.8)
with
N ≡
(
TNχPT ;Liquid
)00
(D.9)
PN ≡ 1
3
(
TNχPT ;Liquid
) j j
.
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The total nucleon energy is thus
N = 
∫
p + 
∫
n +
1
2
©­«
CV200
f 2pi
(N†N)2 − C
V
200
f 2pi
[(p†p)2 + (n†n)2]ª®¬
−1
2
©­«
CS200
f 2pi
(NN)2 − C
S
200
f 2pi
[(pp)2 + (nn)2]ª®¬ (D.10)
=
3
4
(µpBp†p + µnBn†n) −
1
4
©­«
CV200
f 2pi
(N†N)2 − C
V
200
f 2pi
[(p†p)2 + (n†n)2]ª®¬ +UN
with
UN ≡ 1
4
(mppp + mnnn) − 14
©­«
CS200
f 2pi
(NN)2 − C
S
200
f 2pi
[(pp)2 + (nn)2]ª®¬ (D.11)
and
µnB ≡ µn∗ +
CV200
f 2pi
N†N − C
V
200
f 2pi
n†n (D.12)
µ
p
B ≡ µp∗ +
CV200
f 2pi
N†N − C
V
200
f 2pi
p†p .
The nucleon pressure
PN = P
∫
p + P
∫
n +
1
2
©­«
CV200
f 2pi
(N†N)2 − C
V
200
f 2pi
[(p†p)2 + (n†n)2]ª®¬
+
1
2
©­«
CS200
f 2pi
(NN)2 − C
S
200
f 2pi
[(pp)2 + (nn)2]ª®¬ (D.13)
=
1
4
(
µ
p
Bp
†p + µnBn
†n
)
+
1
4
©­«
CV200
f 2pi
(N†N)2 − C
V
200
f 2pi
[(p†p)2 + (n†n)2]ª®¬ −UN
N and PN are related by the baryon number densities:
N + PN = µpBp
†p + µnBn
†n . (D.14)
The objects of our calculations are therefore the six quantities: µ
n,p
B , m
n,p
∗ , and
kn,pF . These are, respectively, the chemical potential, reduced mass, and Fermi-
momentum for neutrons and protons.
D.1 Z = N heavy nuclei in the chiral-symmetric limit
To calculate binding energies, we work in the chiral symmetric limit, mp = mn:
e.g. zero electromagnetic breaking, and m8 = 12 (mp + mn). We first study the
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case Z = N, so mn∗ = m
p
∗ ≡ m∗ for equal numbers of protons and neutrons. We
search for a solution of the chiral-symmetric liquid equations that has PN = 0.
In this simple case, µ
p
B = µ
n
B ≡ µB, µp∗ = µn∗ ≡ µ∗, mp = mn ≡ mN , and
kFn = kFp ≡ kF . Thus
kF =
√
µ2∗ − m2∗ . (D.15)
It is also the case that n†n = p†p = 12N
†N, and nn = pp = 12NN. We are
therefore able to write the baryon density as
N†N =
µ − µ∗
C2V
(D.16)
and the scalar density as
NN =
mN − m∗
C2
S
, (D.17)
where, to make connection to Walecka’s model of nuclear matter
C2V ≡
1
f 2pi
(
CV200 −
1
2
CV200
)
C2S ≡ −
1
f 2pi
(
CS200 −
1
2
CS200
)
. (D.18)
The baryon and scalar densities are simply:
N†N = 2(2)
∫ kF
0
d3k
(2pi)3 =
2k3F
3pi2
(D.19)
and
NN = 2(2)
∫ kF
0
d3k
(2pi)3
m∗√
k2 + m2∗
=
m∗
pi2
(
µ∗kF − m2∗ ln
[
µ∗ + kF
m∗
] )
. (D.20)
(One pre-factor of 2 is for spin, the other counts protons and neutrons.) The
fermion pressure is now
PN =
1
4
[
µN†N + C2V
(
N†N
)2
− mNNN − C2S
(
NN
)2]
(D.21)
To these six equations (D.15)-(D.21) in the seven variables kF , µ∗, δµ ≡ µ−µ∗,
m∗, NN, N†N and PN , we add the physical condition that the StaticχNL non-
topological soliton pressure vanish internally, in order that it remain stable when
immersed in the physical vacuum:
PN = 0 , (D.22)
eliminating PN as a free variable.
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Figure 2: ∆N¯ N (cf. (D.25)) as a function of baryon chemical potential µB
(dashed curve) for C2V = 222.65GeV
−2 and C2S = 303.45GeV
−2, the Chin and
Walecka values [40] equivalent to ours. A solution of the complete set of Z = N
chiral-symmetric pressureless-liquid equations must have ∆N¯ N = 0, and thus is
found at µB ' 923.17 MeV, where the dashed curve intersects the µB axis. This
value equals the Chin-Walecka value shown as a red dot.
Equations (D.15)-(D.19) can be solved analytically to give kF ,µ∗, N†N and
NN as functions of m∗ and δµ:
kF =
(
3pi2
2
δµ
C2V
)1/3
(D.23)
µ∗ =
√
k2F + m
2∗ .
Equation (D.21), with PN = 0, then becomes a quartic equation for m∗ in terms
of δµ:
0 = m2∗ +
(
3pi2δµ
2C2V
)2/3
−
[
C2V
C2
S
(mN − m∗)(2mN − m∗)
δµ
− 2δµ
]2
, (D.24)
This has up to four roots m∗(δµ;C2S, C2V ), for every value of δµ, C2S , and C2V 19. To
be an actual solution of the complete set of Z = N chiral-symmetric pressureless-
liquid equations, the root must also satisfy (D.20), i.e.
∆N¯ N ≡ 1 −
C2S
pi2
m∗
mN − m∗
(
µ∗kF − m2∗ ln
[
µ∗ + kF
m∗
] )
= 0 (D.25)
19 But only one of these four roots might be an infinite StaticχNL, and then only if it were
the PN → 0 limit of a finite Walecka non-topological soliton. Those solitons satisfy ”Newto-
nian roll-around-ology” [36, 44–49] where the mean field nucleons move within a dynamic σ
field. PN
Internal
, 0 and PN
External
= 0 are then connected by the dynamic σ surface.
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Figure 3: Solid blue line: f 2piC
2
S; dashed red line: f
2
piC
2
V . The Fermi level, kF ,
is in inverse Fermis. The calibration used a bulk binding energy EVol = 15.75
MeV.
(using (D.23) for kF (δµ;C2V ) and µ∗(δµ;C2S, C2V )).
mN/ fpi ≈ 939/93 ≈ 10.10, but in principle C2S and C2V are free parameters.
For given values of C2S and C2V , we must search for a value of δµ such that (D.25)
holds. The existence of such a value of δµ is not assured for arbitrary values of
C2S and C2V .
Fitting to experimental values, Chin and Walecka found that their param-
eters C2V = 222.65GeV
−2 and C2S = 303.45GeV
−2. In Figure 2, we show that
there does indeed exist a pressureless chiral-symmetric nuclear liquid for C2S and
C2V equal to the Chin and Walecka values. Furthermore, the inferred value of
the baryon chemical potential is 923.17 MeV, and is consistent with Chen and
Walecka’s value. Figure 3 shows representative values of C2V and C
2
S for different
values of kF using the first approach.
Remarkably, we can now understand Chin and Walecka’s nuclear matter
to be a pressureless chiral-symmetric nuclear liquid. We also perhaps thereby
gain some insight into the relative insensitivity of nuclear properties to pion
properties.
In the companion paper we explore the wider space of solutions to the
pressure-less chiral-symmetric nuclear liquid equations.
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D.2 Z , N heavy nuclei in the chiral-symmetric limit
Here we outline the analytic and numerical treatment of the case where Z , N
in the chiral limit. The approach may be summarized as follows:
1. The starting point is the zeroth order solution for the case Z = N which
determines the coupling constants C2S and C
2
V for a given Fermi level and
binding energy as in the previous section.
2. All proton and neutron specific quantities are expanded in a Taylor series;
3. The general rule is: quantities vanishing in zeroth order have a first order
variation while those not vanishing in zeroth order have only a second
order variation; thus all terms up to second order must be retained;
4. The vanishing of pressure to second order provides an additional equation
which allows all variations to be expressed in terms of the first order change
in density only;
5. Since there appears no way to infer separately the value of CS200 we follow
Niksic and co-workers [71] and set this constant to zero. This leads to
significant simplification. In particular, changes in the proton and neutron
reduced masses are equal in first order.
6. We then solve for CV200 by setting the asymmetry energy of the liquid model
to the second order variation in the Thomas-Fermi energy.
In this section we use the following notation for the number and scalar densities:
ρp ≡p†p; ρn ≡ n†n; ρ± = ρp ± ρ+n .
ρSp ≡p p; ρSn ≡ n n; ρS± = ρSp ± ρSn .
(D.26)
We define the changes in densities as follows:
dρp − dρn = dρ−
dρp + dρn = 2dρ+
(D.27)
where  is merely a placeholder for the order of the variation. It then follows
that:
ρp =
1
2 ρ+ +

2
dρ− +
2
2
dρ+
ρn =
1
2 ρ+ −

2
dρ− +
2
2
dρ+.
(D.28)
Since the number density for each species is given by the first of (D.5) we get
the following expansions for the Fermi levels:
δkFp − δkFn = 2kF3ρ+ δρ−,
δkFp + δkFn =2
(2kFp
3ρ+
δρ+ − 2kF9ρ2+
δρ2−
)
.
(D.29)
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It is convenient to introduce the notation:
m∗8 = 12 (m∗p + m∗n)
m∗3 = 12 (m∗p − m∗n) ,
(D.30)
and
µ∗8 = 12 (µ∗p + µ∗n)
µ∗3 = 12 (µ∗p − µ∗n),
(D.31)
with
µ∗p,n =
√
m2∗p,n + k2Fp,n. (D.32)
In our notation the reduced masses (D.6) are written:
m∗,p =mN +
CS200
f 2pi
(ρS,p + ρS,n) −
CS200
f 2pi
ρS,p
m∗,n =mN +
CS200
f 2pi
(ρS,p + ρS,n) −
CS200
f 2pi
ρS,n,
(D.33)
from which it follows that:
mN − m∗8 =C2S ρS+
m∗3 =
CS200
2 f 2pi
ρS−,
(D.34)
where we used the second of (D.18). We now enforce CS200 = 0: it follows
immediately from the second of (D.34) that m∗3 = δm∗3 = 0 with a drastic
simplification in the resulting equations.
First, δµ∗3 is a linear function of δρ− only; i.e.,
δµ∗3 =
pi2
2 kF µ∗8
δρ−. (D.35)
Second, δµ∗8 is also simplified:
δµ∗8 =
m∗8
µ∗8
δm∗8 +
pi2
2µ∗8kFp
δρ+ − pi
4
8 k4F µ
3
∗8
(
m2∗8 + 2k
2
F
)
δρ2−. (D.36)
(As noted, δµ∗3 is first order, while δµ∗8 is second order.) The variation in the
first of (D.34) gives:
δρS+ = −δm∗8
C2
S
, (D.37)
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where the variation in ρS+ is obtained using:
δρSp,n = 3
(
ρSp,n
m∗p,n
− ρp,n
µ∗p,n
)
δm∗p,n +
m∗p,n
µ∗p,n
k2Fp,n
pi2
δkFp,n. (D.38)
After some algebra and substituting the variations in µ∗3 and µ∗8 from (D.35)
and (D.36), we find:
3
(
ρS+
m∗8
− ρ+
µ∗8
+
1
C2
S
)
δm∗8 +
m∗8
µ∗8
δρ+ − m∗8pi
2
µ3∗8 kF
δρ2−
4
= 0. (D.39)
We must also enforce the vanishing of the Fermi pressure. The first order term
of the Fermi pressure vanishes identically. After some algebra (considerably
simplified by the assumption CS200 = 0) we find that the second order term is:
δPN2 = +
1
4
ρ+δµ∗8 +
1
4
µ∗8δρ+ +
1
4
δµ∗3δρ− + C2V ρ+δρ+
− C
V
200
4 f 2pi
δρ2− +
1
4C2
S
(3mN − 2m∗8) δm∗8.
(D.40)
After using (D.35) and (D.36), the zero pressure equation becomes:(
3mN − 2m∗8
4C2
S
+
ρ+m∗8
2 µ∗8
)
δm∗8 +
(
µ∗8
4
+ C2V ρ++
k2F
12 µ∗8
)
δρ+
+
(
pi2 (5m2∗8 − 4k2F )
48 kF µ3∗8
− C
V
200
4 f 2pi
)
δρ2− = 0.
(D.41)
Equations (D.39) and (D.41) are solved to express δm∗8 and δρ+ in terms of
δρ2−. To determine CV200 we need the second variation in the energy density E .
This quantity is discussed below.
D.3 Calibration of CV200
We start with the vanishing of the pressure and the relationship:
N + PN =µpρp + µnρn = µ8 ρ+ + µ3 ρ− (D.42)
where
µ8 =µ∗8 + C2V ρ+ ,
µ3 =µ∗3 − 12
CV200
f 2pi
ρ− .
(D.43)
The zeroth order energy density when Z = N follows at once:
N0 =µ∗8 ρ+ + C
2
V ρ
2
+ . (D.44)
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Figure 4: Graph of CV200 against the Fermi level expressed in f m
−1. The behavior
is roughly linear in the range considered corresponding to a one-third power of
the number density.
The first order energy term vanishes. The second order term is:
δN2 =ρ+ δµ∗8 + µ∗8 δρ+ + δµ∗3 δρ− + 2C
2
V ρ+ δρ+ − 12
CV200
f 2pi
δρ2− . (D.45)
Finally, we can express δρ− in terms of the relative neutron excess as:
δρ− =
Z − N
Z + N
ρ+ (D.46)
The parameter CV200 can be calibrated in two ways. In the first, we merely ascribe
all of the second order energy to the asymmetry term in the liquid drop formula
(40); for CV200:
δN2 = aAsymmetry
(
Z − N
Z + N
)2
ρ+ = aAsymmetry
δρ2−
ρ+
(D.47)
where aAsymmetry is fit to SEMF observation. In the second approach, we cali-
brate directly to the binding energies of isotopes, possibly using the liquid drop
formula to correct for effects that we have ignored in this paper such as the
Coulomb and surface terms. Both approaches give comparable results. Figure
4 shows the behaviour of CV200 for different values of kF .
Appendix E Pionless EFT and 2-nucleon sys-
tems
Pionless EFT (pi/EFT) and StaticχNL are compatible and complementary nu-
clear theories. We regard pi/EFT as providing important corrections to our work
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here, but only for momenta ≤ ΛA
pi/ < mpi . Momenta less than ∼ 61/3kNuclearMatterF '
500MeV  kNuclearMatterF ' 280MeV belong to StaticχNLs.
The non-relativistic effective pi/EFT Lagrangian, including LO and NLO [155]
for primary orbital angular momentum L = 0, and spin-isospin states s =1 S0
and 3S1 −3 D1, is obtained20 by eliminating all terms dependent on pions:
LNLOpi/EFT
Fleming
= LχSymmetric + LχBreaking
LχSymmetric = L2−NχSymmetric + L
4−N
χSymmetric
L2−NχSymmetric = N
†
(
i∂0 +
®∂2
2MN
+ ++
)
N
L4−NχSymmetric = −
1
2
C(s)0 O(s)0 +
1
16
C(s)2 O(s)2 −
1
2
C(SD)2 O(SD)2 (E.1)
LχBreaking = L4−NχBreaking
L4−NχBreaking = −
1
2
D(s)2 m
2
piO(s)0 +
1
16
E (s)4 m
2
piO(s)2
with 4-nucleon operators with spin-isospin projection operators
O(s)0 = (NT ®P(s)N)† ·
(
NT ®P(s)N
)
(E.2)
O(s)2 =
(
NT ®P(s)N
)†
·
(
NT ®P(s)←→∇ 2N
)
+ h.c
O(SD)2 = (NT ®P(
3S1)N)† ·
(
NT ®P(3D1)N
)
+ h.c.
®P(3S1) =
®PσPτ
2
√
2
; ®P(1S0) = Pσ
®Pτ
2
√
2
Pσ = iσ2; ®Pτ = iτ2 ®τ; Pτ = iτ2; ®Pσ = iσ2®σ;
®P(3D1)i =
n
4
√
n − 1
(←→∇ i←→∇ j − δi jn ←→∇ 2) ®P(3S1)j
with nucleon doublet N with degenerate mass MN ,
←→∇ = ←−∇ − −→∇ , spin ®s = 12 ®σ,
isospin ®t = 12 ®τ and d = n+1 space-time dimensions in dimensional regularization.
After renormalization and softening of singular potentials in nuclei, all these
pi/EFT coefficients are to be determined by experiment. E4 is not independent,
but is determined entirely in terms of lower-order couplings after renormalization
and softening of O(s)2 .
We are interested in estimating the magnitude of the corrections (E.1) make
to our StaticχNL picture of heavy even-even nuclei because they are both made
entirely of nucleons21 and their domains of applicability overlap,
ΛApi/ < mpi  ΛAStaticχNL = ΛχSB ∼ 1GeV . (E.3)
20 In order to connect to the notation of [156], Fleming et al.’s [157] L4−N
χSymmetr ic
and
L4−N
χBreaking
have been multiplied by 12 .
21 Inclusion of pions, having survived at LO and NLO, is in trouble at NNLO (Next-to-
Next-to-Lowest-Order) [155,157–159] and the subject of intense research. O(Q2/M2NN ) is, to
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E.1 Lessons from Positronium for EFT
Im this section of the appendix, we discuss a number of lessons that one learns
from the study of positronium in bound-state QED: renormalization at Coulomb-
ladder bound-state poles is gauge-dependent and usually non-causal; gauge-
independent retarded Lie´nard-Wiechert potentials restore causality; there is
a huge hadronic (dispersion-relation) contribution to renormalized running of
αQED(q2); powerful unitarity cancellations occur, especially at resonance peaks;
running αQED(q2) across a bound-state or resonance pole is tricky. It is crucial
to these lessons that QED is a unitary and renormalizable theory. The analogies
of these all go wrong in Nuclear EFT’s, which are only pseudo-renormalizable
and non-unitary.
Minimal content QED (electrons and photons) is properly renormalizable
and unitary. After a one-time renormalization of the electron mass me and
electromagnetic coupling αQED, QED scattering and bound-state processes are
unitary and UV (and IR) finite.
The construction of the bound states of positronium follows section 125
of [162]. In the low energy Coulomb gauge S-matrix element e−e+ → e−e+ with
initial-state momenta p− = (p−0 , ®p), p+ = (p+0 ,−®p) respectively, the tree-level 1-
photon-rung ’ladder’ diagram ∼ (m2eαQED )−1. The 1-loop 2-photon-rung ladder
diagram can be non-perturbative in αQED, because the contribution of a certain
region of d4q loop-integration, | ®q | ∼ meαQED and |q0 − me | ∼ meα2QED, forces
the fermion propagators to almost overlap,
Se− (q) ≈ 12 (1 + γ
0)
[
q0 − me − ®q
2
2me
+ i0+
]−1
(E.4)
Se+ (q − p+ − p−) ≈ 12 (−1 + γ
0)
[
q0 − p+0 − p−0 + me +
®q2
2me
− i0+
]−1
and naive finite power-counting in αQED breaks down. The 2-Coulomb-photon-
rung ladder diagram is of same order as the 1-Coulomb-photon-rung ladder
quote Hammer, Konig and van Kolck [156],
”... a crucial test of this (the KSW [160] perturbative pion) expansion, since it
is the first manifestation of iterated OPE (One-Pion-Exchange). It was demon-
strated by Fleming et al. [157,158] that, while the expansion works well at small
momenta in the low spin-triplet partial waves where the OPE tensor force is
attractive, it fails for momenta Q ∼ 100MeV . ... the breakdown of perturbative
pions is consistent with an expansion in Q/MNN , where MNN ∼ fpi .... In the
real world, this version of Chiral EFT does not seem to work much beyond the
validity of pi/EFT (ΛA
pi/ < mpi ).”
Worryingly, Birse [161] estimates that the tensor part of the 3S1 −3 D1 OPE must be treated
non-perturbatively for ΛA
Par t lyPer turbat ivePions
> 66 MeV. In both perturbative and partly
perturbative pions, the iterated OPE Yukawa potential introduces new linear and logarithmic
singularities near the origin r = 0 in its Green’s function [160]. Since StaticχNL are composed
entirely of nucleons, we have no need here to address the crucial open questions of power
counting with pions and the softening of singular pion potentials. We also worry that (in
analogy with positronium) inclusion of pions in 2-nucleon Nijmegen phase shifts must include
nuclear causality and retardation effects at some accuracy.
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diagram,
Γ(e+e− : 1 − Rungladder) ∼ αQED 1(meαQED)2 ∼
1
m2eαQED
(E.5)
Γ(e+e− : 2 − RungLadder) ∼ α2QED
(meαQED)3
(meαQED)4
1
meα2QED
∼ 1
m2eαQED
and is therefore non-perturbative. This signals the existence of ”...a pole in the
exact amplitude of mutual scattering of 2 particles”, i.e., a bound state [162].
Because QED is properly renormalizable and unitary, the 2-rung ladder is UV
finite, and so are all higher-rung ladders. Re-summation of all such Coulomb
ladder diagrams yields the 1-particle (Schroedinger) Bethe-Salpeter bound state
equation [163] [
−∇
2
me
− 4piαQED
r
− (E + 2me)
]
Ψe+e− (®r) = 0 (E.6)
For E < 0, bound-state positronium emerges with EBindingn = −meα2QED/n2.22
E > 0 are Coulomb scattering states. Inclusion of imaginary parts in this picture
gives positronium lifetime, photon emmission decay rates, e+e− annihilation
rates and complex Bhabha scattering.
This picture, built around super-non-relativistic E, has limited applicability
for higher energies because (E.6) is gauge-dependent. Coulomb gauge leaves
an artifact, a static Gauss’s law: i.e. static instantaneous action at infinite
distance, in violation of QED causality and retardation, carries the main force.
Inclusion of QED transverse photons cancels Gauss’s law exactly, and replaces it
with gauge-independent retarded waves in a Lie´nard-Wiechert potential strictly
obedient to causality.
How to calibrate the precise value of αQED to experimental measurement?
We could have chosen to renormalize it to the non-perturbative ground state of
positronium [e+e−], i.e. αQED
(
[e+e−]Ground
State
)
. But running that up to Thomson
scattering at αQED(q2 = 0) at high precision is non-trivial, and requires, among
other complications, integrating over all non-perturbative [e+e−] excited states
and their decays and annihilations. To see how running αQED across those
excited [e+e−] bound-states must work, it is simplest, for pedagogical clarity, to
remind the reader of an analogous problem: how running Standard SU(2)L ×
U(1)Y Model coupling ”constants” across the Z-pole peak is properly treated for
high-accuracy LEP1/SLC physics.
Neglect initial-state and final-state QED radiation, and study s-channel
e+e− → µ+µ−. We suppress QCD for pedagogical simplicity. Suppressing pho-
ton exchange and neglecting various other smaller corrections, the dominant
”oblique” vector-particle self-energy corrections [152, 166, 167] near the Z peak
22 Higher order corrections to δEBinding are confirmed experimentally to
O
(
meα
2
QED
• α5
QED
ln(αQED )
)
accuracy, with similar theoretical accuracies in positronium
decay and annihilation rates [164], [165]
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are embedded in an effective neutral-current matrix element
MNC ' e
2∗
s2∗c2∗
(I3 − s2∗Q)(I ′3 − s2∗Q
′)(
s − e2∗
s2∗ c2∗
1
4
√
2Gµ∗ρ∗
+ i
√
sΓ∗
)
M2Z =
[
e2∗
s2∗c2∗
1
4
√
2Gµ∗ρ∗
]
s=M2Z
= 91.1876GeV ;
Γ∗ =
e2∗
s2∗c2∗
... ; ΓZ = [Γ∗]s=M2Z
αQED(M2Z ) =
[
e2∗
4pi
]
s=M2Z
; αQED(0) =
[
e2∗
4pi
]
s=0
=
1
137.036...
;
Gµ∗(0) = Gµ = 1.1663787 × 10−5GeV−2
ρ∗(0) ∼ 316pic2∗
(
m2top
s2∗M2Z
−
m2Higgs
M2Z
)
(E.7)
with e2∗, s2∗,Gµ∗, ρ∗ four Real running electro-weak (EW) couplings, and c∗ =√
1 − s2∗ ≡ cos θ∗ the cosine of the EW mixing angle.
(
I3 ,Q) are e− quantum
numbers, while
(
I
′
3 ,Q
′ )
are µ− quantum numbers. Because the SM is both
renormalizable and unitary (i.e its Real and Imaginary parts satisfy the S-Matrix
optical theorem S†S = 1):
• Powerful unitarity cancellations at the Z peak then force the cross section
to contain only ratios of partial widths.
σe+e−→Z→µ+µ− ∼ Γe
+e−→Z∑
k ΓZ→k
ΓZ→µ+µ−∑
k ΓZ→k
(E.8)
with ΓZ =
∑
k ΓZ→k the total Z width to all channels k. The complicated
overall quantity
[
e2∗
s2∗ c2∗
]
s=M2Z
has cancelled! (In abject contrast, unitarity
is not a feature of low-energy EFTs: i.e. both StaticχNLs and pi/EFT
specifically exclude the necessary higher-energy Imaginary parts.)
• The complicated functions, e2∗(s), s2∗(s),Gµ∗(s) and ρ∗(s), appearing in (E.7)
are universal, i.e. the same for all neutral current SM physical processes.
(In stark contrast, the EFT coefficients C˜(s)0 and C˜
(s)
2 are not related to
each-other by renormalizability constraints.)
• For the invisible channels k = νν¯ in (E.8), the Z line shape proved there are
only 3 light neutrinos. Z-peak asymmetries confirmed the 1985 predictions
of the top-quark [66] and Higgs’ masses [66], [67] by later discovery of those
particles, contributing to the 1999 and 2013 Nobel Prizes in physics.
Running αQED over positronium resonant states in QED would be a directly
analogous task, e.g. taking into account [e+e−] para- and ortho-positronium
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decays to 2 and 3 photons respectively. For simplicity and accuracy, positronium
[e+e−] calculations are instead renormalized at, and calibrated to, Thomson
scattering αQED(q2 = 0) ' (137.036)−1. Still, to run that Thomson scattering
value up to αQED(q2 = M2Z ) = (127.995 ± 0.010)−1 on the Z-pole, with sufficient
accuracy for LEP1/SLC calculations of e+e− → µ+µ−, e+e−
Polarized
→ hadrons
asymmetries, as well as s and t-channel Bhabha scattering, is a highly non-
trivial task. Aside from perturbative delta-like Z − γ mixing, non-RGE non-
perturbative αQED running included [168], [169], unitarity properties of the Z
pole [152], and a huge non-perturbative contribution δαHadrons
QED
(q2 = M2Z ) =
0.02764 ± 0.00007 from dispersion integrals over e+e− → hadrons data.
E.2 The deuteron and shallow resonance; 2-nucleon scat-
tering Nijmegen phase shifts; pseudo-renormalization
and no unitarity in EFTs
Unlike QED, SU(2)χPT and pi/EFT are neither renormalizable nor unitary, i.e.
the imaginary parts of certain diagrams are NOT related exactly to the real
parts of certain lower-order (in ~) diagrams, to all orders. Since they are
regularization-scheme-dependent, control and softening of the singularities, in
the r → 0 UV limit, introduced by the effective δ3(®r) potential from the contact
interaction, is replaced with the concept of an applicability cut-off ΛA
pi/ as in
(E.3), for energies above which the theory cannot be applied. pi/EFT calculates
physics at a scale MLow, to better and better approximation based on power-
counting in momenta Q, where the theory is no longer applicable well above
MHigh at ΛApi/ .
The large (i.e. much larger than m−1pi ' 1.4 f m) non-perturbative 2-nucleon
scattering lengths a
1S0 ' −23.7 f m = −(7.09MeV)−1 and a3S1 ' 5.4 f m = (31.1MeV)−1
are resonance and bound deuteron states. To quote H.-W Hammer et.al. [156]
”... a (perturbative) Taylor expansion of T (s) in k2, as in (E.9), will only con-
verge up to the nearest pole in any direction in the complex plane. Thus, the
presence of the NN bound states limits the range for a perturbative description
of NN scattering [156]. (See also [170].)
These set the scale in a Taylor expansion of the on-shell scattering amplitude
T in terms of momentum k2:
T (s) = − 4pi
MN
∑
l
(2l + 1)Pl(cosθ)
k cot δ(s)
l
(k) − ik
k2l+1 cot δ(s)
l
(k) = − 1
a(s)
l
+
r (s)
l
2
k2 + O(k4) (E.9)
where Pl, θ, E = k
2
MN
, δ
(s)
l
(k), a(s)
l
, r (s)
l
are Legendre polynomials, energy in the
center-of-mass frame, scattering phase shift in the l-th partial wave, the corre-
sponding scattering length and effective range, for s =1 S0,3 S1, respectively.
We now focus on very low energy 2-nucleon scattering near the deuteron
bound states. Pionless EFT uses Lowest-Order (LO), Next-to-Lowest-Order
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(NLO) and Next-to-Next-to-Lowest-Order (NNLO) power-counting in momen-
tum Q < ΛA
pi/ . Then, for nucleon propagators ∼ mNQ2 and reducible loop inte-
grals ∼ (4piMN )−1Q5, the 2 nucleon propagators almost overlap
SProton(q) ≈ 12 (1 + γ
0)
[
q0 − MN − ®q
2
2MN
+ i0+
]−1
(E.10)
SNeutron(q − p+ − p0) ≈ 12 (1 + γ
0)
[
q0 − p+0 − p00 + MN +
®q2
2MN
− i0+
]−1
=
1
2
(1 + γ0)
[
q0 − E − MN + ®q
2
2MN
− i0+
]−1
where p+ = (p+0 , ®p), p+0 = MN + E/2; p0 = (p00,−®p), p00 = MN + E/2 in the CM
frame.
The crucial insight is that the poles of the nucleon propagators are on oppo-
site sides of the real line and, for non-relativistic nucleons, quite close to each
other
I(E) ∼
∫ ΛA
pi/ d4q
(2pi)4i SProton(q)SNeutron(q − p
+ − p0) (E.11)
=
∫ ΛA
pi/ d3q
(2pi)3 (
1 + γ0
2
)Proton(1 + γ
0
2
)Neutron
[
−E + ®q
2
MN
− i0+
]−1
in direct analogy with positronium. Because Pionless EFT (unlike positronium)
is only pseudo-renormalizable and lacks unitarity, I(E) is formally divergent.
After integration over q0, with E = ®k2/MN with |E |  ΛApi/ , I(k), and ®k the input
scattering momentum, I(k) ∼ ΛA
pi/ . With regularization using a cut-off dependent
function f (x) [156].
I˜
(
k,ΛApi/
)
= MN
∫ ΛA
pi/ d3q
(2pi)3
f
(
®q2
ΛA,2
pi/
)
®k2 − ®q2 + i0+
(E.12)
= −MN
4pi
θ1ΛApi/ −
√
−®k2 − i0+ + F ©­«
®k2 + i0+
ΛA,2
pi/
ª®¬

where F is a certain function with F (0) = 0 and θ1 is a dimensionless num-
ber. Both θ1, F are regularization-scheme-dependent: e.g. θ1 = 2/pi for a step
function.
In order to soften the ΛA
pi/ → ∞ limit, Pionless EFT works with ”pseudo-
renormalized”couplings. We show for simplicity only C0. Pseudo-renormalization
compatible with (E.12) would be [156]:
C(s)0 → C˜(s)0
(
1/a(s),ΛApi/
)
=
4pi
MN
1
1/a(s) − θ1ΛApi/
(E.13)
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In the resultant power-counting – i.e. nucleon propagators ∼ mNQ2, re-
ducible loop integrals ∼ (4piMN )−1Q5 – the 2-contact-interaction-rung ladder dia-
gram then scales like the tree-level diagram ×Q/MLow, the 3-contact-interaction-
rung ladder diagram scales like the tree-level diagram × (Q/MLow)2, etc., in anal-
ogy with positronium. C˜0, I˜ must therefore be treated non-perturbatively. The
resulting T-matrix (E.9) is then finite as ΛA
pi/ →∞:
T (s)(k,ΛApi/ ) = C˜(s)0 + C˜(s)0 I˜C˜(s)0 + C˜(s)0 I˜C˜(s)0 I˜C˜(s)0 + C˜(s)0 I˜C˜(s)0 I˜C˜(s)0 I˜C˜(s)0 + + +
=
[
1
C˜0
− I˜
]−1
(E.14)
=
4pi
MN

1
a(s)
−
√
−®k2 − i0+ + F ©­«
®k2 + i0+
ΛA,2
pi/
ª®¬

−1
Then T
1S0 (0,ΛA
pi/ ) = 4piMN a
1S0 for the shallow resonance and T
3S1 (0,ΛA
pi/ ) =
4pi
MN
a
3S1 for the deuteron. Bound-state resonance and deuteron poles then ap-
pear at momenta ®k21S0Pole, ®k
2
3S1Pole
respectively
Resonance :
√
−®k21S0Pole − i0+ − F
©­«
®k21S0Pole + i0
+
ΛA,2
pi/
ª®¬ = 1a1S0
Deuteron :
√
−®k23S1Pole − i0+ − F
©­«
®k23S1Pole + i0
+
ΛA,2
pi/
ª®¬ = 1a3S1 (E.15)
Eq. (E.15) confirms that the 1S0 channel of Pionless EFT is pseudo-renormalized
at the resonance pole k1S0Pole on the negative Im(k) axis in Figure 1, while its 3S1
channel is pseudo-renormalized at the bound-state pole k3S1Pole on the positive
Im(k) axis there.
Calculations in direct analogy with positronium yield the 1-particle (Schroedinger)
Bethe-Salpeter [163] equation:[
− ∇
2
MN
+ C˜
3S1
0 δ
3(®r) − E
]
Ψ
3S1
NN (®r) = 0 (E.16)
For Re(E) < 0 the bound-state deuteron emerges with EBinding = −2.22452 MeV.
Re(E) ≥ 0 gives 2-nucleon scattering in the 3S1 channel properly compared to
Nijmegen data. Similarly[
− ∇
2
MN
+ C˜
1S0
0 δ
3(®r) − E
]
Ψ
1S0
NN (®r) = 0 (E.17)
contains the shallow resonance and 2-nucleon Nijmegen scattering in the 1S0
channel.
C˜(s)0 softens the singular δ
3(®r) potential in (E.16), (E.17).
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There are an infinite number of ways to regulate divergences, which results
in regulator-scheme-dependence [160,171] in this and other non-renormalizable
effective field theories23 . Power Divergence Subtraction [160] advocates explicit
subtraction of the poles in 3 dimensions in the MS or dimensional regularization
schemes, introducing a new adjustable scale µ and replacing θ1Λ
A,2
pi/ → µ above,
with renormalization group µ to be chosen freely. Picking µ ∼ Q makes power
counting manifest with C˜0 ∼ Q−1 and I˜ ∼ Q.
In section 5 we argue that the momentum-independent couplings in Pionless
EFT are currently unrelated to those in StaticχNL, and cannot be experimen-
tally calibrated to each-other!
What about the correspondence between Pionless EFT momentum-dependent
couplings in (E.1) and those of StaticχNL in (28)? Can experimental measure-
ment calibrate StaticχNL to Pionless EFT contact interactions. We use the
usual 4-nucleon contact-interaction Lorentz structure S,V,T, A, P naming con-
vention in subscripts.
1. For Z + N ≤ 4, Pionless EFT has no exchange terms analogous with
CS200,C
V
200.
2. Let’s try an imagined correspondence
C(s)2 O(s)2 + E (s)4 m2piO(s)2
?↔ CS200
{〈
NN
〉 〈
NN
〉
− 〈N†N〉 〈N†N〉} (E.18)
2a) But Pionless EFT coupling constants capture the spin structure of
the deuteron and therefore contain tensor interactions C2,T , E4,T which are
absent in spin-independent StaticχNL.
2b) Further, spontaneously broken StaticχNL cannot contain operators
proportional to m2piE
1S0
4 or m
2
piE
3S1
4 , which must instead arise from explicit
SU(2)L−R breaking.
3. Pionless EFT couplings C˜(s)2 , E˜
(s)
4 are pseudo-renormalized at the bound-
state poles k(s)Pole corresponding to the anomalously large scattering lengths
a(s), while the couplings in StaticχNL are instead pseudo-renormalized (to
all analytic loops) at ΛχSB within naive dimensional power counting.
4. In consequence, while Pionless EFT is not a valid self-consistent theory
for Q  ΛA
pi/ , StaticχNL (after truncation) is valid and self-consistent up
to about 6 × nuclear density, or for momenta 0 ≤ k . 61/3kF with 61/3kF '
500MeV  ΛA
pi/ ,: i.e. momentum-dependent couplings in Pionless EFT and
StaticχNL are pseudo-renormalized at different momenta in completely
different ways!
23 Renormalization of the SU(3)C × SU(3)L ×U(1)Y Standard Model is regulator-scheme-
independent because it is renormalizable and unitary.
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5. The softening of the static singular δ3(®r) potential in Pionless EFT re-
quires that its couplings be cut-off dependent at scale ' ΛA
pi/ < mpi [78]:
C˜
1S0
2
(
a
1S0,ΛA
pi/
)
and C˜
3S1
2
(
a
3S1,ΛA
pi/
)
are then regularization-scheme-dependent.
There is no singular potential and no regularization-scheme-dependence in
StaticχNL.
6. Even if we imagined a possible one-to-one correspondence, say
C˜(s)2 O(s)2
?↔ CS200
{〈
NN
〉 〈
NN
〉
− 〈N†N〉 〈N†N〉} (E.19)
we need to run C˜(s)2 from Λ
A
pi/ < mpi all the way up to near ΛχSB. In direct
analogy with running αQED(q2 = 0) up to αQED(q2 = M2Z ) at LEP1/SLC
discussed in Appendix E.1, a complicated strong-interaction dispersion
relation capturing all appropriate mpi ≤ HadronPhysics ≤ ΛχSB ∼ 1GeV
is necessary: i.e. it must incorporate, among other things, ≤ 4 real pions,
and the real and virtual effects of γs, pis, σ, ωµ, ®ρµ, ®δ, etc. We are unaware
of the construction of such running in the current literature so, in practice,
no correspondence like (E.19) can be currently calibrated.
It follows that the momentum-dependent couplings in Pionless EFT are cur-
rently unrelated to those in StaticχNL; they cannot currently be experimentally
calibrated to one another.
Since both momentum-independent and momentum-dependent couplings and
operators in Pionless EFT, such as (56) or (E.19), cannot be calibrated to
those of StaticχNL, those nuclear theories are compatible and complemen-
tary to each other. We regard Pionless EFT as providing important correc-
tions to our work here, but only for momenta ≤ ΛA
pi/ < mpi . Momenta less
than ∼ 61/3kNuclearMatterF ' 500MeV  kNuclearMatterF ' 280MeV belong to
StaticχNLs.
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